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Power outages
reported from
high winds

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Louise Watson of Dover, Tenn., applauds as her granddaughter's name was read during Saturday's commencement exercises for Murray State University at the Regional Special Events Center. Watson's graddaughter, Kristin Watson, was graduating
summa cum laude.

U.S. Labor Sec. Chao offers
encouraging words to grads
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
While Kentucky has seen its
unemployment rate rise in
recent months and with the
economy cooling off, the head
of the U.S. Department of Labor
gave encouraging news for the
2008 graduates of Murray State
University.
Presenting the commencement address to more than 1.300
graduates, as well as faculty and
guests who packed the Regional
Special Events Center Saturday,
Elaine Chao stated that indications are that employers plan on
hiring more graduates this year
than they did in 2007, and that
average starting salaries will be
higher, too.
"So, despite the short term
challenges facing our economy,
you can be assured that opportunities abound for those who
have invested in themselves
through higher education,- she
said after receiving an honorary
doctorate from MSU
"That's so important today,
because as our country becomes
part of an increasingly worldwide economy, the education
and skill level of our workforce
will determine our country's
future," Chao added.
According to statistics cited
by Chao, nearly two-thirds of an
estimated 15.6 million new jobs
will require postsecondary education. That includes a need for
3 million health care workers
and almost a million engineers
in all areas by 2018.
And even more professionals
will be needed to address
emerging technologies, she said,
in fields such as geospacial technology and nanotechnology.
which Chao considers to be the
leading industry of the future.
In an interview with the
Ledger & Times following her
address, Chao complimented
Murray State for its work
preparing students to be tomorrow's leaders and offered advice

ERIC WALKER/Ledge,& Tanes
As Murray State President Dr. Randy Dunn. nght, reads a list of accomplishments, MSU
Provost Dr. Gary Brockway places an academic stole around the neck of U.S. Secretary of
Labor Elaine Chao. Chao, the wife of U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., provided the commencement address to MSU graduates and received an honorary degree from the university.
for future graduates.
"Murray State does a great
job training its students," she
said. "But you should pursue
what you're passionate about.
Occupations will change, but
what's most important is if you
love what you're doing, you'll
do a really good job.She also said fueling creativity is another plus for the country's future.
"Our nation is so creative.
That's our competitive edge."
But Chao, the wife of
Kentucky Republican Sen.
Mitch McConnell. pointed out
that competition wasn't the only
focus graduates should have.
She stressed giving back to
communities and said that
involvement helped her reach
the point she is at today.
"When my family came to
this country, we didn't know our
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Robertson of Murray as Murray
State University's Outstanding
Seniors, and presented Maj.
Gen. Mark Graham and Col.
Lyle Cayce with Distinguished
Alumni Awards.
"I represent the sons and
daughters serving in Iraq," said
Graham, a 1977 graduate of
MSU who credited his foundation being established at Murray
State. He is currently commanding general of the 1st Army
Division West and Fort Carson
in Fort Carson, Colo.
Casey is a 1978 graduate of
Murray State University and is
staff judge advocate with the
U.S. Army Infantry Center in
Fort Benning, Ga. He asked for
the crowd to remember those
serving in the armed forces.
"I ask you to remember all
soldiers who are in harm's way.
God bless America:* he said.

We've Cot The Boot'
Tuesday, May 20th • 7 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Everyone is invited. No admission charge!
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neighbors. This was in New
York, not Murray, Kentucky,"
she laughed. "We relied on our
church and organizations like
Salvation Army. So I have a
strong affinity for volunteer
organizations."
And that helped carry over
into her earlier careers as former
director of the Peace Corps and
president of the United Way of
America before taking the role
as the nation's 24th Secretary of
Labor and its first AsianAmencan woman appointed to a
presidential cabinet position.
Chao greeted several friends
in Murray and said she enjoyed
the opportunity to visit western
Kentucky.
"I love being in western
Kentucky.- she said. "I'm proud
to be a Kentuckian."
The day's event also recognized LeeAnna Michell Green
of Mayfield, and Brian Gould

78

For further information you can contact
Sandra Stone at 270-293-3590

Staff Report
Winds and cold weather moved in over the weekend creating
some power outage issues for those in Marshall and Calloway counties.
There were power outages and trees reported down throughout
the county, according to a Calloway County Sheriff's office dispatcher.
According to Jimmy Greer. construction foreman with West
Kentucky Rural Electric Co-op, three two-man crews were out most
of the day due to a number of trees down because of the wind.
Greer said they had "a lot of trouble," but most of it was in
Marshall County.
Chris Knolls with the Paducah National Weather Service, said
the storms "weren't severe at all.- There was some wind, brief
heavy rain and some lightning, he said.
The wind that followed showers and storms gusted 40-50 mph
over a widespread area, he added.
The National Weather Service says preliminary data indicates
two tornados touched down in eastern Kentucky on Sunday. There
were no deaths or injuries reported.
Meteorologist Brian Schoettmer with the weather service office
in Jackson said an EF-1 strength tornado with winds just over 100
mph is believed to have touched down at Cumberland Falls State
Resort Park in Whitley County about 9:15 a.m.
Schoettmer told the Lexington Herald-Leader a storm survey
team found large trees had snapped off and fallen. some on cars and
one on the park ranger's home.
He said about an hour later, a tornado with winds between 95 and
100 mph struck in Leslie County near Hyden.
Both incidents brought down power lines.
Weekend storms lashed the South and the Great Plains, killing at
least 22 people in other locations.
Warmer weather has begun to return to the area with lots of sunshine and temperatures into the 70s today, • said Knolls. Tuesday
will be somewhat cloudy but the temperatures will be pushing even
higher into the upper 70% before another round of wet weather is
expected by midweek.

Ledger & Times photo
Pictured is this large tree that was blown down by the gusty
winds Sunday afternoon. This is on the property of David and
Ginger Norsworthy on Airport Road. No damage was reported, but it missed an electric fence nearby where his horses
are located.

Murray woman is
charged in Tenn. rape
Staff Report
PARIS. Tenn. — A Murray woman has been charged in the rape
of a 13-year-old from Henry County, Tenn.
Alisha Lynn Bucy. 25. was arrested by Henry County Sheriff's
Department following an investigation by the department's criminal
investigation division May 7 and charged with the rape of a child,
according to a sheriff's report.
The Tennessee Department of Children% Services was involved
in the investigation and brought the matter to the attention of law
enforcement.
She was scheduled to appear in Henry County General Sessions
Court Thursday; however the judge was sick and all cases were continued until Tuesday, according to court officials.
Bucy is being held withcut bond until her court date.

May we continue
to prayfir the
438th Military
Police Company
and theirfamilies
during their
time ofservice.
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Mother-son N.J.
Guard sergeants
heading to Iraq
TEANECK, N.J.(API -- A 46-year-old combat medic and a 29year-old man will be serving together in the same National Guard
unit in Iraq. Nothing unusual — except they're mother and son.
Sgt. Cann= Villegas, a 46-year-old combat medic, was transferred two weeks ago to the same Teaneck-based unit as her son.
Sgt. Felipe Diaz.
Diaz, a Paterson police officer, said he was given the task of
introducing the newest sergeant at the 250th Brigade Support
Battalion's Foxtrot Company.
The two will be among more than 2.800 soldiers of the 50th
Infantry Brigade Combat Team who are heading to Iraq in
September.
Villegas worked for eight years as an oncology nurse at St.
Joseph's Medical Center in Paterson. She said she had planned to
retire from the Guard in June but changed her mind when she heard
about the Iraq deployment.
"It's like a family to me," Villegas said of the Guard, which she
joined in 1979, when Diaz was an infant.
Villegas said it was difficult to think about her son going with
her: "God forbid something happens to him. I keep running that
through my mind."
Besides her son, she'll have to worry about a husband. Villegas
plans to get married on Wednesday to Victor Hernandez, a sergeant
in a National Guard helicopter unit based near Trenton. He is scheduled to go to Iraq in January.

AP
Tiffany Tush carries a dresser drawer from the home of her sister, Holly Tush, in Picher. Okla. on Sunday. Most of the homes
in the south part of Picher were destroyed by a tornado on Saturday

Tornado-ravaged Oklahoma
town may not even rebuild

AP
Carmen Villegas and her son Felipe Diaz pose for a photo at
. the Jersey City Armory in Jersey City, will be deployed to Iraq
together as part of F Company from the Teaneck Armory
National Guard. The two will be among more than 2,800 soldiers of the 50th Infantry Brigade Combat Team who are
heading to Iraq in September. It'll be New Jersey's largest
overseas deployment of Guard soldiers since World War II.

By The Associated Press
PICHER, Okla.(API --- Sue
Sigle was hoping the government would offer more money
for her home before she moves
away front this pollution-scarred
town. Then the tornado came.
As she began the task of salvage Sunday, Sigle kept a smile
on her face, noting that she was
fortunate to be visiting family in
Missouri when the massive
twister hit Saturday night,
killing at least six people in this
northeastern Oklahoma town.
Tornadoes killed at least 22 people in three states that night.
"I'm OK with everything,"
Sigle said. "The Lord is going to
take care of anything. ... I was
going to move anyway. I guess
I'll just have to move sooner."
That sense of inevitability
appeared to grip residents as
they picked through the rem-
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"We will continue to assess
nants of their homes. The lead
and zinc mines that made Picher the situation. ... We will make
a booming town of about 20.(XX) sure the people get the assisin the mid-20th century closed tance that they need," Henry
decades ago; leftover waste has said. "If they need help to be
turned the area into an environ- moved to another location, we'll
mental disaster and a Superfund do everything we can to help
site.
them do that. I think it's kind of
Many families have moved speculative for me to sit here
away to escape the lead pollu- and say exactly what's going to
tion, taking advantage of state happen. I don't know at this
and federal buyouts in recent point."
years. Piles of mine waste, or
Sen. Jim Inhofe, R-Okla.,
chat, have long towered over the said he too would work to keep
town across a highway from the the buyout program on track.
devastated
neighborhood;
Another question is how the
they're now peppered with Federal
Emergency
will
debris from homes flattened by Management Agency
the tornado.
approach the disaster.
The tornado — spawned by 481* Becii1111:1$
Picher's
storms that also killed at least"16 Superfund statu, TEM A is
people in Missouri and Georgia unlikely to grant assistance to
— could be the ultimate incen- homeowners to rebuild in the
said
Oklahoma
tive for those 800 or so residents town,
Management
who have been reluctant to Emergency
leave, said John Sparkman, head Director Albert Ashwood. But
he echoed Henry's and Inhofe's
of the local housing authority.
"I think people probably assurances about the federal
have had enough," he said. buyout program, which is fund'There's just nothing to build ed by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
back to any more."
FEMA crews are scheduled
Some residents, like Sigle,
were waiting for better buyout to arrive in Picher on Monday to
offers before their homes were examine the damage, state
emergency management spokesdamaged.
Gov. Brad Henry, who toured woman Michela= Ooten said.
One of the homes those
the area both by air and on foot
Sunday, said the buyout pro- crews likely will examine will
gram won't stop just because be that of Jeff Reeves, 43, who
homes were leveled. He went so has followed his grandfather and
far as to say he would "guaran- father as Picher's fire chief. He
tee" that those awaiting buyouts has lived in Picher all his life
who lost their homes would be and has watched it slowly
treated fairly.
decline, first from the closure of

the mines, then from the mine
waste.
"With everything else that's
going on here, I'm not sure there
is a recovery," he said, adding
that city officials and the committee overseeing the buyout
"are going to have to make some
decisions as far as proceeding
rapidly with the buyout process
and getting it taken care of."
Among the first things Sigle
looked for when she arrived at
her house Sunday afternoon was
her late husband's prize collection of Mickey Mantle memorabilia.
Friends already had removed
a safe containing the collection
front what used to be her bedro=1. and she quickly opened
ibs.s4fe's door.
"Oh, hallelujah!" Sigle said
when she saw the baseball cards
-- Mantle grew up in nearby
Commerce — and an undamaged ball signed by the former
New York Yankees star.
Sigle, who has taught second- and third-graders in Picher
for 37 years, also found a slightly soiled T-shirt that read, in
part,"Gorilla Spirit Lives On," a
nod to the mascot of Picher
High School, which will probably close in the next few years.
The storm will speed up what
was probably going to happen
anyway, she said.
"I know I lost a lot of junk. I
guess it's time to clean up and
see what I need."

Rebate excludes many U.S.
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SAN FRANCISCO (API —
When Maulit Shelat heard about
the Bush administration's plan
to pump up the economy by
sending out stimulus checks, he
sat down with his wife and drew
up a list of priorities: first up,
remodeling the bathroom.
But Shelat is married to a foreigner who still hasn't completed the often years-long process
that allows her to apply for a
Social Security number. Her not
having that number makes even
him ineligible for the tax rebate
checks that started going out last
week because they filed jointly.
He is among an estimated
hundreds of thousands of taxpayers — from legal immigrants
to soldiers based abroad — who
won't be getting a share of the
stimulus package because of a
provision aimed at preventing
illegal immigrants from getting
rebates.
"I would have fed this economy as well," said Shelat, an
Indian chemical engineer living
with his wife and two children
in the Buffalo, N.Y.-area. "We
live within this economy, work,
pay taxes, do everything by the
book. Whatever the reasons for
giving this economic stimulus
package, they apply to us as
well."
When lawmakers decided to
send out the checks, ranging

from $300 to $600 per adult taxpayer, plus another $300 for
each child, they formulated it so
only taxpayers who have Social
Security numbers would qualify.
The rule unintentionally
caught many taxpayers who
would have qualified for the
bonus, except they filed jointly
with a spouse who's immigration status doesn't allow them to
have a Social Security number.
Among them are some of the
288,000 troops stationed overseas who may have married a
foreigner.
"An American soldier who
has married someone from
another country and is waiting
for an (immigration) petition to
get approved — that soldier not
getting that check is stupid,"
said Rep. Zoe Lofgren, D-Calif.,
whose district includes Silicon
Valley, home of many high-tech
workers who fell through the
rebate cracks.
It's not clear how many
members of the Armed Forces
posted abroad have married foreigners. But officials in overseas
bases say they can't do anything
about the Internal Revenue
Service's policy.
"The U.S. military doesn't
have any input in IRS practices
and procedures," said Air Force
Major Pamela Cook, with the
U.S. European Command in

Stuttgart, Germany. "It's true
that service members and anybody who is married to someone
without a Social Security number is affected. But it's not in our
lane to talk."
There are also an estimated I
million legal residents — immigrants with green cards — who
are waiting for their spouses'
paperwork to be processed,
according to Paul Donnelly of
Reform the Rebate, a group trying to push Congress the change
the rule. The IRS doesn't keep
numbers of how many of that
group are cut out of the rebate
because they filed jointly.
And many of the 600,000 to
800,000 highly skilled immigrants on work visas in the U.S.,
like Shelat, have found themselves in the same position, having married a foreigner.
"My friends, my co-workers,
everyone is getting this, but not
me,- said Ranjeet Kumar,a software engineer who has been
working in Silicon Valley for
eight years.
Kumar's wife is in the U.S.
legally but her status still doesn't allow her to work or apply
for a Social Security number.
The couple filed taxes jointly
but won't qualify for the $1,200
rebate other eligible couples
would get.
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Senate candidates gain backing

KentuckvInBrief
Chelsea Clinton to stop in Ashland
ASHLAND, Ky.(AP) — Chelsea Clinton will be back in the
qate On Monday, making several stops in support of her mother's
presidential campaign.
Chelsea Clinton will be at Hillary Clinton's campaign headquarters in Ashland on Monday morning for an open house. She'll then
visit Dixie Heights High School in Edgewood before traveling to
Lexington for a campaign.
It's the latest in a number of appearances by Chelsea Clinton
ahead of Kentucky's primary on May 20.
Though Hilliu-y Clinton's campaign has struggled in recent
weeks, she has vowed to fight on. Chelsea Clinton said during an
event in Frankfort last week that her family will continue to work
hard in an effort to mount a comeback against Democratic nval
liarack Obama.

Glasgow to mull smoking ban
GLASGOW, Ky.(API -- Freddie Norris grew up with a father
who chain-smoked and has spent his career as a pharmacist knowing all too well the effects smoking has on a person's health.
Now, as a Glasgow city councilman. Norris is ready to do something about it. Norris will introduce a smoking ordinance on
Monday that would put limits on where smokers can light up.
The ordinance would prohibit smoking in public places and
places of employment, though exceptions would be made at outdoor
work areas, tobacco retail stores and designated smoking rooms at
hotels.
"A month ago I would say it had no chance, but no after people
have had time to think about it. I'm not sure," Norris said.
Over a dozen cities across the state, including Louisville, have
already adopted some sort of smoking regulation. Norris decided to
take up the issue after a local surgeon began holding public meetings about the need for an ordinance.
Norris said he believes several other council members would
support the legislation, which would subject violators to a $50 fine
for a first offense.
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API
At competing rallies in the same
various
Thursday,
city
Democrats promoted Bruce
Lunsford or Greg Fischer as
their party's best chance to
defeat Republican Senate leader
Mitch McConnell.
With the primary election
less than two weeks away, the
candidates and their supporters
made pitches aimed at winning
over Kentucky Democrats to
their side in the party's sevenman Senate primary.
At an office near the state
fairgrounds, union leader Roy
West proclaimed Lunsford the
for
opponent
strongest
McConnell, a four-term incumbent who has become the state's
Republicati
prolific
most
votegetter.
West, business manager of
the Laborers International
Union Local 576, said all had
been forgiven since Lunsford
broke ranks with the party in
2003 to endorse Republican
Ernie Fletcher in the governor's
race.
"We have spent a lot of time
educating Bruce on our wants
and our needs," West said.

A short time later outside
Metro Hall. Fischer won
endorsements from several
influential
Louisville
Democrats. Fonner state Sen.
David Karem, speaking for the
group, said Fischer has a "flawless record" and touted him as
the only Democrat in the race
capable of wresting the seat
from McConnell.
"lie is a man without any
kind of baggage." Karem said.
Karem made no mention of
Lunsford, but Fischer's campaign has run a hard-hitting television ad reminding voters of a
troubled health care company
once run by Lunsford.
In his comments, Fischer
said he would work to expand
health care and reduce dependence on foreign oil. His biggest
applause line came when he
said, "And I will work tirelessly
to bring our soldiers home from
Iraq."
Afterward, Fischer told
reporters that Congress should
express its desire to bring back
the troops but said the specifics
should be left to military leaders.
"The tactical aspects behind
that, our generals are very capable of carrying out," he said.
As for his campaign's efforts
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AP

Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Barack Obama, D-III.,
shares a laugh with diners while having lunch at Luis's
Taquena in Woodbum, Ore.
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to hone in on Lunsford's business past. Fischer said a pnmary
election is "about vetting all the
candidates."
Lunsford said Thursday he
was disappointed by Fischer's
campaign tactics. Lunsford and
Fischer's father were both highlevel officials in former Gov.
John Y. Brown's administration.
"I'm a little bit surprised by
the personal attacks, but in politics things happen," Lunsford
said.
One prominent Fischer supporter also expressed disappointment with Fischer's strategy drawing attention to
Lunsford's management of
Vencor Inc., a nursing home and
hospital company fomieel in the
1980s.
Democratic Rep. Larry Clark
of Louisville, speaker pro tem of
the Kentucky House, said in an
interview, "The American people don't like negative campaigns. People are tired of
them."
Still. Clark endorsed Fischer
at the Metro Hall event.
During Lunsford's stewardship of Vencor, the company
reached Fortune 5(8) status
before spiraling into Chapter I I
bankruptcy protection in 1999.
The company reorganized and

emerged from bankruptcy in
2001 and was renamed Kindred
Healthcare, which is now a successful company.
Lunsford and others blamed
Vencor's bankruptcy filing on
government cuts in medical
reimbursement rates.
Before the bankruptcy filing.
Lunsford split Vencor into two
companies. One company
retained the Vencor name and
continued as a nursing home
operator.
Ventas, the spinoff company,
owned those nursing homes.
leasing them to Vencor. With the
split. Vencor stockholders
received shares of Ventas, which
remained afloat dunng Vencor's
bankruptcy proceedings and
remains a successful company.
In picking up the union
Thursday.
endorsement
Lunsford aimed his criticism at
McConnell and President Bush,
blaming them for the nation's
economic problems.
wealthy
Lunsford.
a
Louisville businessman, said
opportunities for future generations were being lost by
Republican policies that "constantly feed the top and constantly take away from the middle of America."
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Lt. Gov. Mongiardo
throws support to
Obama campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky
Lt. Gov. Dan
Mongiardo
endorsed
Democratic
presidential
hopeful
Barack Obama
on
Sunday,
less than two
weeks before
Obama faces
rival Hillary
Mongiardo
Clinton in the
state Democratic presidential
primary on May 20.

Mongiardo said Obama can
unite the Democratic Party and
build a coalition with independents and Republicans before the
general election in November.
Mongiardo, a surgeon, also
praised Obama's health care
plan, which would cut the medical cost for all families.
Gov. ,Steve Beshear, a
superdelegate, has yet to
announce which candidate he
will back at the Democratic
National Convention his summer.
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Paducah students enjoy
searching for artifacts
PADUCAH. Ky.(AP) — St.
student
sixth-grade
Mary
Matthew Brown came ninning
to guest teacher Ken Carstens to
show him a rock his team had
recovered during an archaeology/anthropology dig exercise on
the Paducah school's grounds.
He thought he had discovered
something important.
The former Murray State
professor knew otherwise, but
handled his young pupil with a
gentle touch.
"Well, what you've got there
is water-eroded limestone. It's
just a rock," Carstens told the
Brown, who
disappointed
responded "Oh man! I thought
I'd found buried treasure."
It was part of a nine-week
course Carstens is teaching
through the Related Arts program that gives students educational opportunities such as
using trowels, shovels, and
metal detectors to find artifacts.

"And today we found some really nice flint chips that date back
to 3000 or 1000 B.C.," said
Carstens.
He left Murray State last
summer but said his involvement with the St. Mary students
seems to have given him a boost
of teaching energy. ''You know,
I taught at higher education for
32 years, and this has been about
the most exhilarating thing I've
experienced, and these kids,
they have just been a joy to
work with. Paducah really needs
to be proud of them and St.
Mary," Carstens said.
It was the first time the stude:its had the chance to put their
classroom work to use.
"It's really been Interesting,"
said student Alexandra Goering,
who created a newspaper-type
article from the experience."We
even found a nail from the 19th
century."
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COMMUNITY
Opportunities at MAC include Family Arts Festival
The Murray Art Guild is
offering several opportunities
for adults and youth in the
community to experience art
and explore their creative side.
The Art Guild, located at 500
North 4th Street is a community organization open to anyone interested an participating.
On Saturday front 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. there will be a Family Art Festival at the Guild.
In the back lot there will
he street painting, paperrnaking, a collaborative weaving
piece, face painting and more.
Cob bench building will also
be going on throughout the
day Cob is a sculptural building process of natural materials. There will also be music
and a youth art exhibition. An
area will be set aside for a
Kids Flea Market during the
Festival. Anyone interested in
having a booth should contact
the Guild.
Throughout the summer the
Art Guild is offering workshops for youth and adults.

tic voice and creative path in
a supportive environment. Youth
workshops will be offered in
watercolor, eco an, photography, glass painting, drawing,
bookmaking, weaving and
more. Classes are designed for
all ages and even include
"Messy Fridays" for pre-school
age and parents.
Adult workshops for the
summer will be offered in drawing, bookbinding, Cob building and fermentation. Some
adult classes are on-going, such
as Weaving, Life Drawing, Plein
Air Painting and the MAG
Photography Group. All workshops are taught by qualified
and experienced artists. The
workshops are designed for a
range of ability and experience. Everyone is welcome.
Fees and supplies for workPhoto provided
shops vary according to each
Murray
the
in
drawing
Destiny Owsley of Murray works on a
sessions' needs. Details and
Art Guild's afterschool art workshop. Sign up is going on now complete schedules can be
for Summer Art Workshops at the Guild.
found on the Guild's website,
or by
Workshops are a wonderful crafts, bring focus to your art www.murrayartguild.org
opportunity to learn specific work, or simply find your anis- calling 753-4059.

ladiesof thellaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m, at
the club.
Melva Hatcher and Nancy
Rogers will serve as hostesses
for the golf scramble. It is not
necessary to sign up. Pairings
will be made at the tee. All
members are encouraged to
attend.
Mary Alice Smith and Laura
Parker were hostesses for the
golf scramble on May 7. Winners were as follows:
Edwin Bucy, Cynthia Darnall and Melva Hatcher, first
place;
Carolyn Greenfield, Mary
Alice Garner and Mary Alice
Smith, second place;
Laura Parker, Kitty Steele
and Bronda Parker, third place.
Winners of Oaks Ladies
Tuesday night golf were
announced by Melonie Lowe.
hostess as follows:
Sherri Heeke, Sue Thurmond, Sue Outland and Carolyn Greenfield, first place;
LaJeanna Thornton, Kathy Harcourt, Belinda Ellioitt and Debbie Dick, second place.
A scramble was played with
2 clubs and a putter by the
17 members present.

Read the
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Hickory Woods
Retkrorn•nt Center

HAPPENINGS
by Anniat Peeler

Effie Kemp came out this week
and shared with us about her mission trip to Honduras. We enjoyed
seeing her pictures and hearing
about this interesting trip.
We want to welcome Jenisc
Howard to our team here at
Hickory Woods. Jenise is going to
be in the Activities Department
along with Ethel and Donna Tate.
There's no telling what they'll
have us all doing' Martha Ferns
has been teaching Jenise the exercises for the exercise class. Frn
not sure who', getting the best
work-out lenise or the residents.
We're happy to have these three in
MU Activity Department. They are
certainly livening up the place
We want to wish Ruble Taylor a
Happy Birthday! His family threw
him a special birthday celebration
Saturday night. We wish him
many more birthdays!
Ethel and some of the residents
spent Friday afternoon shopping
in Paducah. I don't think Howard
Bazzell or William Duncan did
that much shopping. I think they
Just went along for the ride but the
ladies had a great time in the
stores.
We are looking (inward to next
week and learning our new Wii
game. lemse & Donna are starting
some new activities and we can't
wait to see what were going lo be
doing next!
...Nothing the looks or feels like
home but we come close
Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone:(2701759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014

Assistance for veterans will
be given on Wednesday

Jo's
Datebook

Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in filing
claims for state and federal benefits Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National
Guard Armory at Murray.
Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance. For information and appointments, call 1477-8120840 or e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov.
Walk-ins will be assisted as time permits.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Delta Department will meet

Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
club house. Mitzi Cathey from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Woman's Pavilion will speak about
"Digital Mammography."

Health Express lists stop

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks
on Tuesday from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. at PTL South Lot, Murray.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 530. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336. Plans will be discussed concerning the Murray Singles Spnng Dance on Saturday, May 17. from 7:30 to II p.m. at Kenlake State Park
Pavilion.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Republicans plan event tonight

Calloway County Republican Party will host a "Meet Ken
Winters Night" tonight at 7 at the Weeks Center. David Kennedy,
chairman, urges all supporters of Senator Winters to come out
and welcome him home from Frankfort.

Alzheimer's Group will meet

Photo provided
Pictured are those attending the conference from Calloway County were from left, front row ,
Becky Geurin, Shea Lowe, Shaun Workman, Linda Workman, Misty and Lillie Thom, back
row, Sharon Furches, Judy Overbey, Judy Cunningham, Mary Roberts, Jane Potts, Freda
Carraway, and Karon Johnson.

Calloway County women attend
leadership conference in Louisville
Calloway County Farm
Bureau recently sent a 12member delegation to the
National Women's Leadership
Conference in Louisville. Just
over 700 farm and ranch women
from 38 states attended to sharpen their leadership skills, network with one another and
hear a challenge from the president of the American Farm
Bureau Federation, which hosted the conference.
The conference included sessions on family business dynamics, grassroots political advocacy. adapting to change, challenges and opportunities in animal agriculture, educating consumers about agriculture, tips
for marketing farm products,
women's health issues, and
much more.
Terry Gilbert from Danville
and chair of the AFB National Women's Leadership Committee welcomed attendees to
the conference, which was open
to all Iarm and ranch women.
"Interest in helping women in
agriculture improve their leadership skills is so great. we
are planning to host this conference every two years. rather

than every four as in the past,"
Gilbert said. The conference
was held April 25-28 just prior
to The Kentucky Derby. The
official Churchill Downs track
bugler, Steve Buttleman. started the conference with a special rendition of "My Old Kentucky Home" and launched the
breakout sessions by playing the
traditional "Call to the Post."
AFBF President Bob Stallman said Farm Bureau needs
strong women leaders, both
within Women's Leadership programs and elsewhere in the
organization. Stallman issued
a challenge to the women attendees: "Make this organization
one that people think of first
when the words, women, agriculture and opportunity, are
linked in a sentence," he said.
Keynote speakers were Jon
Carloftis and Kate Adamson.
Carloftis. a Kentucky native,
moved to New York City and
started designing rooftop gardens, balconies, and courtyards.
He is a contributing editor to
"Garden Design" magazine and
a regional writer for "Country
Gardens" and well as the author
of "Beyond the Windowsill".

"First A Garden" and "A Beautiful Journey."
Adamson, a stroke survivor
who suffered from "Locked-in
Syndrome," shared her remarkable inspirational story. She is
the author -of "Paralyzed but
not Powerless" and has been
featured on 'Larry King Live,'
"The Abrams Report" and Redbook magazine.
Sharon Finches, chair of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau
Women's Leadership Program,
said the conference was so
important to bnng women in
agriculture together to share
ideas and real-life expenences.
"Most consumers today are
three or more g?.nerations
removed from the farm. It was
eye-opening to learn about some
of the misconceptions they have
about agriculture and how their
food is produced."
Also attending from Calloway County were Becky
Geurin. Shaun and Linda Workman, Misty and Lillie Thorn,
Judy Overbey, Judy Cunningham, Mary Roberts, Jane Potts,
Freda Carraway and Karon
Johnson.

MAYFEST
for music scholarships

Presented by Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club

The Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The topic will be "Life After Diagnosis-Forget Me Not" to be presented by Cindy Ragsdale, licensed
social worker. All interested persons are invited. For more
information call Ragsdale, at 762-1278.

Property Protection Board to meet

Calloway County Property Protection Board will meet tonight
at 7 in the conference room of Calloway County Courthouse.
All interested persons are invited, according to Alicia Tabers,
environmental planner.

Project Graduation plans meeting

Calloway County High School Project Graduation will meet
today at 5:30 in the media center. All interested parents of
seniors are encouraged to attend.

MIIS Council will meet

Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4:30 at the school. Teresa Speed, principal,
invites all interested persons.

Lodge 728 will meet

Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will have its regularly
scheduled meeting tonight at 6 at August Moon Restaurant.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have special called meeting Tuesday at 3:45 p.m. in
the media center.

Laker Band plans banquet

Calloway County Laker Band Banquet will be Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. in the MSU third floor Curris Center ballroom. Both
the CCMS and CCHS band students will be awarded for their
achievements throughout this past year.

Ladiesofflorrayeeintralide
The ladies of the Murray
Country Club will have its
Lamb Memorial Golf Tournament on Wednesday at 9:30
a.m. at the club.
Freda Steely and Peggy

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
Vte offer Health Coverage for
Individuals without Group Coverage
Independent Contractors

Tuesday, May zo,zoo8
6:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Dinner plus Entertainment
by Music Department members
Minimum $6donation per person
RSVP 753-4446 OT 759-1145

Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
Selt-EmplOyed
Small Businesses
Solutions with choices are easy just call

Robert 1311Nngton Jr.
270-753-4751
ropertirpthemurtayinsuranceagency corn
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Shoemaker, hostesses, have
released the lineup as follows
Tee 1 - Linda Burgess, Debbie limn, Natalie Doering and
Bobby Ann Lee;
Tee IA - Patsy Oakley, Jane
Meyer, Ann Stanley and Beth
Belote;
Tee 4 - Ve Severns, B.J.
Purdom, Jennifer Crouse and
Cyndi Cohoon;
Tee 6 - Vickie Baker, Marilyn Adkins, Shelia Henry and
Marcia Beam;
Tee 8 - Susan Johnson, Betty
Stewart, Barbara Gray and Inns
Orr-Taylor;
Tee 10 - Peggy Shoemaker, Freda Steely, Judy Muehleman and Patsy Green.
Barbara Gray, hostess, has
released the winners of golf play
held May 7 as follows:
Championship flight, Ve Severns;
First flight, Freda Steely;
Second flight. Patsy Green;
Third flight, Barbara Gray.
9 holers, Jane Meyer;
Low putts, Bobby Lee.
Chip ins were by Ann Stanley, Freda Steely and Bobby
Lee.

tiger & Times
Murray Ledger & limes
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900 youth feared trapped by China earthquake
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BEIJING(AP)-A powerful
Mrs. Eva La V eine Barks, 87. Paducah, died Thursday, May 8, earthquake struck central China
2008, at 11:30 p.m. at Superior Care Home, Paducah.
this morning, trapping nearly
A former employee of Lone Oak Pharmacy and K-Man, she was 900 students after their school
a member of Lone Oak Church of Christ.
collapsed and leaving at least
Preceding her in death were her husband, Melvin B. Barks, and 107 people dead across several
one brother. Born in Buchanan, Tenn., she was the daughter of the provinces, state media reported.
late Arthur Like and Mary Parker Like.
The 7.8-magnitude earthSurvivors include one son, Gary Barks. Paducah; one brother, quake hit central China, but sent
thousands of people rushing out
Cecil Like, Murray; three grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. at Woodlawn of buildings and into the streets
Memorial Gardens. Jamey Boone will officiate..
hundreds of miles away in
Visitation will be at Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah Beijing and Shanghai. The ternblor was felt as far away as
from Ito 2:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak Church of Pakistan, Vietnam and Thailand.
The official Xinhua News
Christ. Youth Mission Fund, 2960 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY
Agency reported that four of the
42003.
dead were ninth-grade students
killed when their high school
collapsed. Photos showed heavy
cranes trying to reniove rubble
from the ruined school. Xinhua
did not say how many of the students were feared dead.
It said its reporters in Juyuan
township, about 60 miles from
the epicenter, saw buried
teenagers struggling to break
loose from underneath the rubble of the three-story building
"while others were crying out
for help."
Two girls were quoted by
AP'
Xinhua as saying they escaped Searchers try to find their property among debris of collapsed buildings in Dujiangyan, southbecause they had "run faster west China this morning. A major earthquake registering 7.8 on the Richter scale jolted
than others."
Wenchaun County of Sichuan Province leading to the collapse of many buildilngs.
The Ministry of Civil Affairs
told Xinhua that the 107 dead
buildings in Beijing, some 930 ing lot.
had been killed in Sichuan.
Skyscrapers in Shanghai
miles to the north, less than
Gansu and Yunnan provinces
three months before the Chinese swayed and most office occuand in the municipality of
capital was expected to be full of pants went rushing into the
A powerful earthquake struck
Chongqing. It said many had
hundreds of thousands of for- streets.
China Monday killing
central
died in collapsed buildings but
In the Taiwanese capital of
eign visitors for the Summer
hve and intorno mole than 100
did not give details.
Taipei, 100 miles off the southOlympics.
MONO
The earthquake comes less
Many Beijing office towers eastern Chinese coast, buildings
than three months before the
Belling
0
400
were evacuated, including the swayed when the quake hit.
•
i
771t1OR
start of the Beijing Summer
building housing the media There were no immediate
0 400 km
Olympics, when China hopes to
AP
offices for the organizers of the reports of injuries or damage.
CHINA
JAPA
Myanmar children line up to receive free rice after the use to showcase its rise in the
Olympics, which start in
The quake was felt as far
g
'
I
Chengdu '
away as the Vietnamese capital
August.
destructive Cyclone Nargis on the outskirts of Yangon, world.
7
•
•Chonyging
The earthquake struck in the
"I've lived in Taipei and of Hanoi, where some people
Myanmar this morning.
middle of the afternoon when
California and I've been through Funned out of swaying office
TAIWAN
classes and office towers were
quakes before. This is the most buildings and into the streets
full, about 60 miles northwest of
I've ever felt." said James downtown. A building in the
AP
SOURCES USGS (SRI
Chengdu. There were several
McGregor. a business consultant Thai capital of Bangkok also
smaller aftershocks, the U.S.
telephone Chengdu, an Israeli who was inside the LG Towers was evacuated after the quake
Geological Survey said on its
student, Ronen Medzini, sent a in Beijing's business district. was felt there.
Web site.
A magnitude 7.8 earthquake
message to The Associated "The floor was moving undertext
Calls into the city did not go
is considered a major event,
power neath me."
Press
saying
there
were
through as panicked residents
In Fuyang. 660 miles to the capable of causing widespread
YANGON, Myanmar (AP) four ships in the region for an quickly overloaded the tele- and water outages there.
east, chandeliers in the lobby of damage and injuries in populat"Traffic
jams,
no
running
annual
military
exercise,
Cobra
- The United States delivered
phone system. The quake affectthe Buckingham Palace Hotel ed areas.
its first relief supplies to Gold, that could be harnessed to ed telephone and power net- water, power outs, everyone sit- swayed. "We've never felt anyThe last venous earthquake in .
ting
in
the
streets,
patients
evacthe
help
the
mercy
mission.
Myanmar this morning, as
works. and even state media
thing like this our whole lives," China was in 2003, when a 6.8uated
from
hospitals
sitting
outThree
U.S.
Navy
ships
in
the
U.N. urged the reclusive nation
appeared to have few details of
said a hotel employee surnamed magnitude quake killed 268.
side and waiting," he said.
to open its doors to foreign Bay Of Bengal.were sailing clos- the disaster.'
people in Bachu county in the
Xinhua said an underground Zhu.
experts who can help up to 2 er to Myanmar ready to aid
"In Chengdu, mobile
Patients at the Fuyang west of Xinjiang.
million cyclone victims facing cyclone victims if they are given telecommunication convertors water pipe ruptured near the People's No. I Hospital were
C'hina's deadliest earthquake
permission, Vice Adm. Doug have experienced jams and thou- city's southern railway station,
disease and starvation.
evacuated. An hour after the in modern history struck the
The military C-130 cargo Crowder told reporters in sands of servers were out of flooding a main thoroughfare. quake, a half-dozen patients in northeastern city of Tangshan on
Reporters saw buildings with
plane, packed with 28,000 Jakarta, Indonesia.
service," said Sha Yuejia, deputy
blue-striped pajamas stood out- July 28. 1976, killing 240,000
In Irrawaddy delta, people chief executive officer of China cracks in their walls but no colpounds of supplies, flew out of
side the hospital. One was lay- people.
lapses, Xinhua said.
the Thai air force base of Utapao were surviving in miserable Mobile.
The earthquake also rattled ing on a hospiial bed in the parkand landed in Yangon. capping conditions -- hundreds cramped
Although it was difficult to
prolonged negotiations to per- in monasteries with little access
suade Myanmar's military gov- to food. Others camped in the
ernment to accept U.S. help.
open, dnnking dirty water conSeveral Myanmar Cabinet taminated by human feces or
"Once he decided what he
She said she last spoke to and nephews. Tyler's father died
PHOENIX(API- Ara Tyler
ministers, military officers and dead bodies and animal carcassDeysie talked about joining the wanted to do, he made sure he Tyler last Sunday. and had to cut of accidental causes nearly six
the top U.S. diplomat in eS
military when he was just 4 got his way and got to do it, and him short because she was at years ago.
-The lives of thousands of
Myanmar, Shari Villarosa,
Arrangements for 'Tyler's
years old, his mother said that was to go into the military,- work, and last received a mescyclone survivors are at extreme
greeted the plane.
funeral had not been made
she told The Associated Press on sage from him on Tuesday.
Sunday.
Government spokesman Ye risk," aid group World Vision
In that message, she said Sunday. Deysie said her son's
Al 18, Deysie became the Mother's Day from her home in
Htut said the aid, which was said. "Displaced people are livfourth soldier from the 101st Parker, 130 miles west of Tyler said "it wasn't bothering body was in Dover, Del. and was
transferred to Myanmar army ing in appalling conditions in
Airborne to be killed in Phoenix on the Arizona- him anymore" and that he had to be returned to Arizona.
trucks, would be ferried by air makeshift shelters and camps
Messages from friends and
found peace.
Afghanistan in a week. The California line,
force helicopters to the worst-hit where overcrowding and unsanShe said she had just put family were posted on Tyler's
Deysie said she signed up
Parker. Ariz. teen and member
Irrawaddy delta later today. Two itary conditions are prevalent."
of the Colorado River Indian Tyler, or T-Man as he was Tyler's dog to sleep on May I MySpace.com page. where he
many of them
Children
more U.S. air shipments were
Tribe was killed Friday in the known at home, for the Army in and doesn't know whether he had posted dozens of pictures 01
orphans - are suffering from
scheduled to land Tuesday.
Paktia Province when his patrol February after he continually was writing about that or possi- himself in uniform and with
The official death toll from fever, diarrhea and respiratory
bly his mission in Afghanistan. guns. Tyler described himself in
encountered rocket-propelled pestered her about it.
infections,
it
said.
Nargis
is
3
Cyclone
the May
"Since he signed up for the "But he had found peace. and just one sentence on his profile:
grenade fire.
were
forecast
Heavy
rains
another
33,416
still
28,458 with
"It was like watching a dream
Deysie's
mother,
Lon military, I've just been sick." she that's all I know," she said.
missing. But the U.N. Assistant this week, which would further
Tyler is survived by his moth- but before I knew it the dream
Deysie, 40, said her soh was a said. "But he did get to do what
delivery,
even
though
hinder
aid
Catherine
Secretary-General
he wanted to do in his life."
er. four sisters, and six nieces was over."
jokester and a handful.
Bragg and others have said the it could be the only source of
water.
drinking
reach
100,000
death toll could
Thai Prime Minister Samak
or higher.
Though international assis- Sundaravej sent a letter to his
tance has started trickling in, the Myanmar counterpart urging the
authoritarian government has junta to issue more visas. But
Trasylol*, a drug used to control bleeding during surgery.
barred most foreign experts who the junta replied that visas for
'I
prut,
Investments Sincc 1854
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death. If you
are experienced in managing foreigners would be considered
or a loved one had surgery and then developed kidney
basis,
Thai
on
a
case-by-case
humanitarian crises.
failure. call us now at I'800'11113-EAGLE for a free consultation.
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"The government is very
Force Caring Response."
Travertine stone flooring. All 3 full baths have been updated as well. Master
Also on the plane was Adm. controlling," said U Patanyale.
and 2 more bedrooms downstairs Two HUGE bedrooms upstairs, Wood
Timothy J. Keating, the com- the abbot of a monastery in Kyi
floors, 9'ceilings, interior wood shutters and solid wood doors throughout,
financial Consultants (1,-11):
mander of the U.S. military in Bui Khaw village.
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Ron Arant Heath Scott
"Those who want to give
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Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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government or do it secretly.
sitimm
ing relief.
Kimberly Casebeer
U.S. Marine spokesman Lt. They follow international aid
753-1222
Col. Douglas Powell said there trucks everywhere."
293-1468
so irrama'
---are 11,0(8) service members and

Major quake hits
central China

U.S. airlifts food aid to
Myanmar, U.N. urges
nation's junta to cooperate

Ariz. soldier with 101st Airborne killed in Afghanistan

KIDNEY FAILURE LINKED TO
DRUG USED DURING SURGERY

1203 Dogwood Drive East
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ERIC WA1XEFVLedger & Times
Under My Skin" Saturday night as
COOL TUNES:"The Incomparable" Holly Bloodworth, right, sings the classic "I've Got You
annual Jazz Festival concert. The conMurray Middle School band director Beth Stribling directs the MMS Jazz Band at its
cert was held in the MMS auditorium. The Todd Hill Orchestra headlined the evening.

McCain trying to attract younger voters

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
GOING FORTH: Murray State University graduates carry
crests of their respective colleges during the processional for
Mars commencement Saturday at the Regional Special
Events Center.

Military adding armor
to its Iraq vehicles
WASHINGTON (API — The U.S. military is reinforcing the
sides of its topline mine-resistant vehicles to shore up what could be
weak points as troops see a spike in armor-piercing roadside bombings across Iraq, The Associated Press has learned.
The surge in attacks is putting the mine-resistant, ambush-protected vehicles(MRAPs)to the test, and so far they are largely passing. Statistics reviewed by the Al' show that while bombings
involving the deadly penetrating explosives)save jumped by about
40 percent in the past three months, deaths in such bombings have
dropped by as much as 17 percent.
Officials attribute much of the decline in deaths to the increased
use of MRAPs, pronounced "M-raps." To date. about a half-dozen
troops have died in incidents that involved the new bomb-resistant
vehicles, and several of those deaths occurred in rollovers rather
than from explosives penetrating the armor.
Military officials spoke on condition of anonymity about the statistics because some are classified. Details of specific incidents
often are not provided, making it difficult to determine which type
of vehicle is involved in each roadside bombing.
Army spokesman Paul Boyce said that commanders are increasing safety training to help troops better learn how to handle the
heavy, ungainly vehicles.
"We're emphasizing the limitations of the vehicle's handling and
the importance of understanding the lessons learned after some
close calls," said Boyce, adding that the training also focuses on
how to get out in an emergency. In addition, officials stress the
importance of inspecting and using seat belts.
Meanwhile, at Camp Arifjahn in Kuwait, the military is reinforcing some MRAPs with additional side armor -- and it shipped as
many as 20 of the newly upgraded vehicles to the battlefront in
April. An additional 30 are to go into Iraq beginning this month.
Navy Lt. Cmdr. James Hadley, who is overseeing the upgrades
in Kuwait, said not every MRAP is getting the additional armor,
which increases the vehicle's weight by as much as 5,000 pounds.
The extra protection, he said, is being added to vehicles destined for
hot battleground areas. The additional armor is shipped in kits to
Kuwait and installed on the MRAPs, which only recently arrived at
a facility dedicated to outfitting the vehicles with antennas and
equipment before being sent to troops.
Roadside bombs have long been a primary killer of troops in
Iraq, and in May 2007 Defense Secretary Robert Gates declared that
the speedy purchase of MRAPs was the Pentagon's top acquisition
priority. The vehicles have a V-shaped hull and sit about 36 inches
off the ground, so when a bomb explodes the blast is directed out
and away from the troops riding inside.
•

CHICAGO (API --- He's a
Republican, for starters. He
describes himself as "older than
dirt." And he makes no apology
for an Iraq war that is especially
unpopular on college campuses.
Doesn't sound like a recipe
for winning the hearts of young
voters. And yet John McCain
has vowed to make a serious
play for the 18- to 29-year-old
crowd that's often identified
with "Obama-mania."
Could the 71-year-old grandfather possibly have a shot?
Several polls, including a
recent AP-Ipsos survey, show
Democrats Barack Obama and
Hillary Rodham Clinton faring
far better with that age bracket
when pitted individually against
McCain.
But in the last month or so,
there've been blips in McCain's
favor. One recent AP-Yahoo
News poll found that 38 percent
of 18- to 29-year-olds supported
McCain, while 37 percent were
for Obarna. When pitted against
Clinton, it was McCain 43
gingt..,Cliaton 28 percent.
niargin of error was plus or
minus 4.9 percentage points.
The varying outcomes may
indicate the difficulty pollsters
have in getting a good sample of
youth, particularly when many
have cell phones and no land
lines. Some political scientists
also note that young voters have
historically been among the
most "fickle- or "soft" — more
willing than some to change
their minds right up to the election.
Either way, McCain is seizing the opportunity to challenge
the Democrats for a group that
hasn't gone strongly Republican
since the Ronald Reagan era.
on
appeared
McCain
MSNBC's "Hardball" college
tour with commentator Chris
Matthews. He has launched his
own YouTube channel and various social networking pages —
though, so far, his numbers of
"friends" and supporters on
Facebook and MySpace are far
fewer than Mama's.(Clinton is
somewhere between the two.)
So far, one political analyst
says, McCain has managed to
avoid looking like he's trying
too hard to be hip.
"He's not going to blow the
saxophone on MTV or talk
about boxers or briefs,- says
Christopher Malone, an associate professor of political science
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Install a new Trane heating and cooling
system and you'll be rewarded year after
year with premium comfort and lower
energy bills. And, now through May 29,
2008, you'll also be rewarded with up
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months. It you want to add value to your
home and everything you do inside of it,
it's the opportune time to buy
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AP
A Feb. 15, 2008 file photo shows a pair of young supporters
showing off their t-shirts to Republican presidential hopeful,
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., after he spoke at a town hall
meeting in Oshkosh, Wis.
at Pace University in New York. support for the Iraq war, even if
unp.ipular. says Joe
"But that's part of the allure. il's
There's a real dignity about him Pounder, a McCain campaign
also been
in terms of his parioasa and
SPItinalltti5issues
war mord.w
'
It means that McCain has tiecassaill
unapologeticallk int& to his

global warming, a top concern
for many young voters.
That reputation for standing
tough has resonated with some
young people.
Zach Bennett, a freshman at
Davidson College in North
Carolina, says lie admires
McCain for being "honest and
rebellious."
So does Matt Woods, a 26year-old financial analyst from
Tampa, Fla.
"I like to consider him a fiery
little fellow," says Woods, a for;
mer chairman of the student
Republican group at t
University of Tampa who no
considers himself"more conse
vative than Republican."
Though he doesn't agr.
with McCain's stance on t
war, he says he trusts hi
enough to vote for him. '
seems to be a thorn in people
side, but in a good way."
The tough- guy war he
image might not appeal
everyone, though. And • $
election .2.iiatchers litag
Mc "Cerrirmuutgoa forgo
illeolpermight tarn
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'BREDS BASEBALL

PREP HOOPS ROUNDUP

ields' Trip Over

Ikt-41

file photo

Sophomore righthander Chris
Craycraft picked up the win
Sunday, helping Murray State complete a series sweep of TennesseeMartin at Reagan Field.

Series sweep
lands MSU
in tourney
'BREDS TAKE TWO
OF THREE FROM
SKVHAWKS BEHIND
STRONG PITCHING

BY MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
David Fields resigned as boys basketball coach at Murray High School Monday in an effort to become the school's assistant principal
and athletic's director. Fields spent the last three years as the Tigers' coach, finishing with a combined record of 42-38.

FIELDS RESIGNS AS BOYS' COACH TO TAKE
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR POSITION AT MHS
ley

MICHAEL DANN
Bports Editor
David Fields resigned as head boys' basketball
Coach at Murray High Monday, but not for the
kasons that many associate with a coach calling
it quits.
Fields has been asked to be the school's athktic director and assistant pnncipal, giving him
three positions that Fields believes he could not
do fair justice in time and effort.
They are positions that have been separated
before at Murray High, but will now be tied
COgether.
"I contemplated for the last two weeks, if 1
thought I could do basically all three jobs and I
tust don't think I would be able to do justice to
all three," Fields said Monday morning. "I feel
bite I would be taking away from each one. Not
to mention my wife and daughter I have at home
oow."
Fields spent the last three years as the boys'
coach at Murray. finishing with a combined record
Of 42-38. His best of three seasons occurred this
past year. when the Tigers finished 19-8 and
kicluded a trip to the All 'A' State Tournament
Richmond where MHS beat Somerset in the
st round before losing to Rose Hill Christian
cademy.

ir

Fields said one of his first jobs will be to find
a quality replacement. He will be involved in the
hiring process, but the decision will not be up to
him.
"We have a really good team returning. We
ought to have several good quality applicants,"
he said.
Fields mulled his decision carefully for the last
month, taking into consideration his time for four
years when he was an athletic director and assistant principal at a middle school before he got to
Murray High. He knows what the administrative
side looks like.
If he needed a reminder, he only had to think
back to his childhood days when his father did
the same in the Mayfield school district.
"In order to spend more time with my family
— this job is going to take a lot —it's not like
I'm just going to be at home every night. In
order to focus more on family time and pursue
other things as well, I felt this was the best decision.
"My goals in education are to be a principal
and go up the ladder of education. I just felt like
this was an opportunity I couldn't pass up. It's a
wonderful school system. I didn't want to get out
of coaching this fast. It's just an opportunity I
couldn't let go of."

PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP

Murray High

Planting
the seed

I contemplated for the last two
weeks, if I thought I could do
basically all three jobs and I just
don't think I would be able to do
justice to all three.
— David Fields
School boys' basketball coach

on his resignation and decision to take
school's assistant principal and athletic 's
director position.
One other defining factor that made Fields'
decision more difficult was the support and help
he got from outside the halls and walls of Murray High.
"So many people made my experience here the
best possible coaching experience I've been involved
with,- he said. "The players and parents worked
hard and I think that's why we had so much success. Everyone wanted to do what was right and
do it the right way. I wouldn't make this move
if I didn't feel confident with this school and the
school system."

'Tigers take split in weekend Classic
CHARITY-DRIVEN EVENT RAISES $1,571 FOR SPECIAL OINMPICS

Staff Report
Murray earned a split in its own
Dreammaker Classic over the weekend and while doing so, raised $1,571
r Special Olympics through its char1/y-driven baseball tournament.
The Tigers (19-12) fell to Louisville
fineca (11- i 7) in their first game of
e day, 8-6. Roman Kelly pitched
d took the loss for Murray, giving
'I) eight runs on 10 hits through
feven innings.
: The offense was led by Tanner Richkrson and Brock Downey. Richerson
fvent 2-for-3 and scored two runs

!

while Downey went 2-for-4 with a
run scored. Jordan Garland drove in
three runs on 1 -for-3 hitting.
Seneca took a 3-0 lead in the first
inning, before Murray plated a run
in the second. Shawn McClure scored
from third on a Jordan Garland groundout to second, making the score 3Seneca added two more runs in
the fourth, but the Tigers answered
with two of their own in the bottom
of the inning. A Kelly single drove
in Richerson and Garland, making it
5-3.

See 'BREDS, 28
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By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State baseball team
put its postseason fate into its own
hands as the Thoroughbreds took care
of business on Sunday afternoon by
completing a three-game sweep of
UT Martin with a 13-4 victory.
The three-game Ohio Valley Conference sweep was the first for the
'Breds since sweeping Eastern Kentucky on April 9-10, 2005.
The Skyhawks (10-37, 5-17 OVC)
got an unearned run in the top of
the first as Mark Haitsfield singled
to left with one out and went to
third on two-straight passed balls.
Miles Hartsfield drove him in with
groundout to short.
The 'Breds (20-26, 11-12 OVC)
figured things out in the third inning
as they took advantage of three walks
and a hit batter to push across six
runs in the frame. Cory Hodskins
started things with a single to right
center and Daniel Miller and Matt
Scheer walked to load the bases.
Kyle Tiernan drew the third-straight
walk to push across the first run and

Seneca added three more runs to
their total in the sixth, before Murray added two in the sixth and one
more in the seventh.
A Garland single in the sixth drove
in Richerson and Downey and a
throwing error in the seventh allowed
Aron Sweeney to score.
In the second game, the Tigers faced
Webster County (5- I 8) and scored
an 11-1 blowout victory. Brock
Downey tossed the complete game
victory, giving up one run on six
hits and striking out four.
Bradley Cobb went 2-for-4 at the

plate, driving in two runs and scoring one. Ryan Kelly went 2.for-4 as
well, notching an RBI and a run scored.
The Tigers scored one in the first
and one in the second before surrendering a nin to Webster in the third.
Murray blew the game wide open.
with an eight-run fourth inning, however.
Murray added one more run in
the bottom of the fifth, ending the
game after five innings.
The Tigers return home to face
Hickman County at Ty Holland Field
today at 5 p.m.

TENNIS TEAMS BEGIN
FIRST REGION PLAY
TUESDAY IN PADUCAH
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
When Haley Haverstock and Acidic
Gnfto were awarded the sixth and
final seed in doubles competition at
this week's First Region Tennis Tournament, they were carrying on !I
family tradition.
Murray's girls squad has garnered
a seed in the tournament for the
past three years, and this year it
was the senior/junior tandem of Haverstock and Griffo that came through
for the Lady Tigers.
They'll enter the tournament, which
will be held in Paducah, as underdogs to teams from tennis hotbeds
Lone Oak, St. Mary and Paducah
Tilghman, but Murray head coach
Bill Lefko says receiving a seed in
the First Region is an honor in itself.
"It's a tough region, so anytime
you get a seed in Region 1, you've
done something." he said. "There's
more full-time players and better
coaching in this area than most
areas."
HaverMock and Griffo earned a
rim-round bye and will face Leisha
McKinney and Erika Elliott from
Graves County in the second round
on Tuesday in Paducah. A win Tuesday would net them a matchup with
a seeded squad on Thursday.
While Haverstock and Griffo represent Murray's best shot at bringing home some tennis hardware, CalSee TENNIS, 28
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BRAUN BLASTS
TWO HOME RUNS
AS BREWERS
HOLD ON FOR WIN
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
ninth inning for the Milwaukee Brewers' new closer by
committee was as adventurous
as some of Eric Gagne's recent
outings. There was one difference, though: the Brewers held
on for the win.
With Gagne yanked from
the closer's role Sunday after
faltering in back-to-back outings, relievers Salomon Torres
and Brian Shouse helped make
Jeff Suppan's seven solid
innings stand up by holding
on for a 5-3 victory over the
St. Louis Cardinals.
"I feel good about every
reliever I've got down there,"
Brewers manager Ned Yost said.
"These guys make their rnoney
by being ready."
Ryan Braun homered twice
for the Brewers, who won for
the second time in nine games.
Torres was called on to protect a 5-2 lead in the ninth.
He gave up a leadoff double,
but retired the next two batters before walking Cesar
Izturis, who was 0-for-3.
Yost then brought in left-hander Shouse, who gave up an
RBI single to pinch-hitter Yadier
Molina. But he got Adam
Kennedy to grounclout for his
first save this season and fifth
of his career.
Shouse doesn't expect to be
called on to close too frequently in a Brewers' bullpen that
includes Guillermo Moba and
David Riske, who allowed a
homer in the eighth to Ryan
Ludwick that made it 4-2.
"I'm just down there waiting for the phone to ring,"
Shouse said. "I'm not going
to get most of those things.
It's going to be Motu, Torres
and Riske. I'm not going to
he too much of a part of that.
I wouldn't think."
The relievers preserved the
victory for Suppan (2-2), who
became the first Milwaukee
starter other than Ben Sheets

AL Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
24 16 600
—
21 16 568 11/2
Tampa Bay
19 19 500
Baltimore
4
4
New York
t9 19 500
6
17 21 447
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
19 17 528
Minnesota
-Chicago
1
18 18 500
1
18 18 500
Cleveland
Kansas City
16 21 432 3 1/2
4
Detroit
16 22 421
WOW 0101100
W
L Pet GB
Oakland
23 16 590
Los Angeles
1
22 17 564
18 21.162
Texas
5
Seattle
15 24 385
8

Sunday's Games
N Y Yankees at Detroit ppd rain
Toronto at Cleveland ppd rain
Tampa Bay 8. L A Angels 5
Kansas City 4 Baltimore 0
Oakland 12 Texas 6
Seattle 6. Chicago While Sox 3
Minnesota 9, Boston 8
Monday's Games
Toronto at Cleveland. 305 pm . 1st
game
Toronto at Cleveland, 635 pm . 2nd
game
Boston at Minnesota. 605 pm
NY Yankees at Tampa Bay, 6 10 p m
Seattle at Texas 7 05 p m
Chicago While Sox at L A Angels, 905
Pm
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Duchscherer 3-1) at
Cleveland (Byrd 1-31. 60S pm
Boston (Beckett 4-2) at Baltimore
(Guthrie 1-3) 605 pm
N Y Yankees(Wang 6-1) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 2-31.6 10 p m
Seattle IF Hernandez 2-3) at Texas
(Gabbard 1-0), 205 p.m
Toronto (Litsch 4-11 at Minnesota
(Slowey 0-2). 7 10 pm
Detroit (Robertson 1-4) at Kansas City
(Dreinke 4-1). 7t0 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Danks 3-3) at L.A.
Angels (Jer Weaver 2-5). 305 P-m.
Wednesday's Games
Seattle at Texas, 1 05 p m
Boston at Battimore, 2 05 pm
Oakland at Cleveland, 605 pm
NY Yankees at Tampa Bay,6 10 p m.
Toronto at Minnesota. 7 10 pm
Detroit at Kansas City, 7 10 p rrr
Chicago White Sox at L A Angels. 905
Pm

MORRY GASH / AP
Ryan Braun hits a home run during the fifth inning Sunday against St. Louis in Milwaukee. It was Braun's second home run of the game.
to win a game since Manny pens. Fortunately, we were able and he essentially did what
Parra beat San Francisco on to capitalize on mistakes like you're supposed to do with
April 5. Suppan worked him- that," Suppan said of his for- them," Looper said. "He made
self into and out of trouble all mer teammate.
me pay."
afternoon, allowing a run on
Said St. Louis manager Tony
Ludwick struck out three
seven hits with four walks in La Russa: "It wasn't a crisp times for Si. Louis before hitseven innings of work.
game from the Cardinals' side." ting his solo homer that made
But he was able to prevent
The Brewers scored twice it 4-2. The Brewers added a
the big inning that has plagued off St. Louis starter Braden run in the eighth when Hardy
the rotation for much of the Looper (5-2) in the first inning doubled home Bill Hall.
season thanks to four strike- on a sacrifice fly by Prince
Notes: La Russa said he
outs and four base-running Fielder and Corey Hart's dou- made a "dumb call" when he
gaffes by the Cardinals.
ble.
put on a hit-and-run in the
Albert Pujols walked twice
Braun homered in the third fourth. The Brewers pitched
and singled to extend his streak and fifth innings to give Mil- out and easily retired 3B Troy
of reaching base safely in every waukee a 4-1 lead, while 1.1. Glaus at second for the other
game this season to 39.
Hardy went 3-for-4 with two baserunning blunder. Glaus (left
tricep) was back in the lineup
But the Cardinals' slugger triples and an RBI.
ran into three of St. Louis'
"I've been swinging the bat after sitting out Saturday's game
four outs on the basepaths when great lately," Braun said. "It's after being hit by a pitch Frihe was picked off in the first, nice to contribute, and even day night. ... Pujols extended
caught trying to advance to better that it came in a win his hitting streak to II games.
... Brewers CF Mike Cameron
third on a single by Chris Dun- — a big one."
sat Sunday. He's batting just
can in the third and doubled
Looper allowed four runs
.174 with three homers and eight
off second on a line drive out
on seven hits and one walk in
RBIs since joining the team
in the sixth.
six innings, but was disappoint"He's an aggressive bascrun- ed with his pitches to Braun. last month following a 25game suspension.
ner and sometimes that hap"I left two balls up to him

Murray's Brett Gibson. Other
local boys' singles matches
include Calloway's Seth Fortenbery against St. Mary's Warren Smith and Murray's Aaron
Polivick versus Ballard Memorial's Jonathan Dowdy.
On the girls' side, Tricia
Taylor and Amy Winkler will
play as singles for the Lady
Lakers while Cassidy Copeland
and Courtney Perry will represent the Lady Tigers.
Taylor drew a first round
bye and then will play Lone
Oak's Ana Cosoreanu. Winkler
gets Mayfield's Emily Shepp.
Copeland is matched up with
Community Christian's Ashlyn
Robertson and Perry will face
Marshall County's Linsey Freeman.
On the doubles' side tin the
Lady Lakers. Sarah Taylor anti
Teela Etheridge will play Mar-

shall County's Megan Royster
and Reantia Futrell.
Clara Franklin and Carrie
Crouse drew a first round bye,
but will play Paducah Tilghman's Love and Van Hoose in
the second round.
In doubles action for Murray, the girls team of Brooke
Salley and Claire Pitman will
take on Michelle Hawkins and
Lea Beth Dublin of Graves
County. In boys doubles, Sudan
Loganathan and Dillon Ward
will face John Wagenblast and
Josh Yancey of Ballard Memorial and Colin Capps and Beau
Mason
will face
Bobby
Kaltenbach and Chns Dallas.
seeded
duo
from
a
Lone Oak.
Benson believes the usual
suspects St. Mary, Lone Oak
and Paducah Tilghman are the
teams to beat, hut then again,
she knows it's tournament time,

Send Sports Pictures
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NL Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet
23 14 822
Florida
19 16 543
New Yon.
21 la 538
Philadelphia
18 17 514
Atlanta
15 23 395
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pei
22 15 595
Chicago
23
16
590
Louis
St
21 17 553
Houston
18 19 486
Milwaukee
17 19 472
Pittsburgh
15 23 395
Cincinnati
West DivIston
W
L Pet
23 15 605
Arizona
19 18 514
Los Angeles
16 22.42t
San Francisco
15 23 395
Colorado
14 24 368
San Diego

We kg

error. 61
GB
—
3
3
4
81/2

011
—
31/2
7
8
9

•'Breds

scored on Hodskins' single
through the left side.
The 'Breds added plenty of
insurance in the bottom of the
eighth as Frey was hit by a
pitch, Hodskins singled through
the left side and Matt Scheer
singled to short to load the bases.
Tiernan drew back-to-back RBI
walks before Cunningham delivered a two-run single to center field.
Chris Craycraft (4-4) picked
up the victory as he gave up
four runs, three earned, on II
hits over eight innings. Shawn
McElyea(0-6)took the loss after
giving up six earned runs on
three hits and three walks in
2.2 innings.
On
senior
Saturday.
righthander ace Mike Perconte
made his last appearance on
the mound at Johnny Reagan
held a memorable one, tossing his second consecutive complete game and helping Murray State to a 5-1 win in the
first game of a doubleheader.
In the second game, the
'Breds got another solid pitching performance, this time from
Daniel Calhoun, en route to
another 5-1 victory.
10011Y S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Expenence

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment

MICHAEL DANN

TOMMY DULLARD

SPORTS DEPARTMENT FOR THE tkURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

(270) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
wwwwestkidevet.com
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Sunday's Games
NY Mets 8 Cincinnati 3
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, ppd rain
Florida 5 Washington 4
Milwaukee 5 St Louis 3
Chicago Cubs 6. Arizona 4
San Diego 6. Colorado 1
San Francisco 4, Philadelphia 3
Houston 8. L A Dodgers 5
Monday's Games
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. 1. 11 35 a m.
Washington at NY Mets, 6 10 p m.
Florida at Cincinnati. 6 10 p m
San Diego at Chicago Cubs. 705 p.m.
St Louis at Milwaukee, 7 05 p m
Houston at San Francisco. 9 150 m
Tuesdays Games
Atlanta (Reyes 1-0) at Philadelphia
(Kendrick 2-2). 6 05 p m.
Washington (Lannert 3.3) at N V Mats
(Maine 421.6 10 p m
Florida (Flendnckson 5.1) at Cincinnati
(Volcker 51), 6 10 p m
San Diego (Estes 0-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Lieber 2.2) 7-05 P m
L A Dodgers (Penny 5-3) at Milwaukee
(Villanueva 1-41. 7.05 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholm 2-3) at St Louis
(Lohse 3-2), 7- 15 p m
Colorado (Francis 0-3) at Anzona
(Owings 4-1). 8 40 p m
Houston (Backe 2-4) at San Francisco
(Cain 1-3), 9 15 p
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia. 605 p m
Washington at N Y Mats, 6 10 p m
Florida at Cincinnati, 6 10 p
San Diego at Chicago Cubs. 205 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Milwaukee. 705 p.m.
Pittsburgh at St Louis. 7 15 p.m.
Colorado at Arizona. 8 40 p m
Houston at San Francisco. 9 15 p.m.

III Several upcoming soccer tournaments will be held at Bee Creek
Soccer Complex. The action begins June 6-7 with a 3v3 tournament at
the complex. On July 19-20, the Trophy Case and tcSportz bnng the
2nd Annual 3v3 Challenge Cup to Bee Creek. More than 30 teams participated in last years inaugural event Later this year, Bee Creek will
host the 14th Annual Fall Invitational Soccer Tournament (formerly the
MSU Invitational) to be held October 17-19. Sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Soccer Association and the City of Murray, this is a
USYSA tournament sanctioned through the Kentucky Youth Soccer
Association. All teams must be in good standing with their state associations. Player passes. state-approved rosters, permission-to-travel
forms (out-of-state teams only) and notanted medical release forms will
be required for all teams. Up to three USYSA registered guest players
may be added to a team roster. For more information on any of these
events, go to http://www tcsportzevents corm

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
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so anything can happen.
"We really had a great season, I can say that with certainty," Benson said. "But, we
didn't play Tilghman or St.
Mary. Now. how do we com- From Page 18
pare with those teams? I don't Zach Noonan was hit by a
know.
pitch for the second run. The
"But, we're really strong second passed ball of the inning
and we can shoot down any- pushed across the third run
one. It's tournament time. It's before Wes Cunningham delivabout the luck of the draw and ered an RBI single to left center.
early round defeats."
For Murray, the girls team
Tyler Owen delivered the
will attempt to build on a fifth run of the stanza with a
sacrifice fly to right field. Elliot
strong 7-2 season.
"We were really happy with Frey capped off the scoring
the camaraderie and the work with a run-producing double
we were able to put in.- Lefko off the fence in right center.
MSU pushed its advantage
said of his squad. "We had a
great response in practice and to seven runs in the bottom of
our kids stepped up in the the fifth as Ntxman drew a
leadoff walk and went to third
matches.
The girls' portion of the on Cunningham's single up the
tournament begins Tuesday, middle. Owen scored Noonan
while the boys begin on with a groundout to shortstop.
Wednesday. The quarterfinal Cunningham broke for third on
round will take place Thurs- the play and scored as the first
baseman's throw sailed passed
day.
the third baseman.
With two outs Frey doubled
just inside the hag at third and

Al

Adverb

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

•Tennis
From Page 113
loway County head coach Dana
Benson is putting a lot of stock
in her boys' team and for good
reason.
The Lakers will send a pair
of boys' teams that go into
the regional with just one defeat
apiece.
Chris Conner and Jake Darnell have just one loss this
year and will play the Marshall County duo of Taylor
Hicks and Ryan Alexander,
The Laker tandem of Will
Blackford
and
Matt
McReynolds.
Benson's
strongest doubles team, isundefeated and will play Marshall County's Will Johnson
and Seth English.
One boys' singles first-round
match will pit Murray against
Calloway County. The Lakers'
Logan Wallace will take on
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TV, radio
ARENA FOOTBALL
7 p m.
ESPN2
Philadelphia at Georgia
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
F spti
Boston at Minnesota
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT --- Playoffs conference semifinals, game 4. Boston at Cleveland
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
VERSUS -- Playoffs coriferenca
finals game 3. CnnvOit at Dallas
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INDEX
ADMIMENTS
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the first ieserbon of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & limes will be
responsible tor only one incorrect
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be made

ett
015

Murray High
Booster Club

Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

At

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although)
persons and companies mentioned herein
. are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Hap Waled

CERTIFIED vet techni
man to serve as Office
Manager for busy
Veterinary
Clinic.
Please send resume to
Brookhaven
507
. Mayfield, KY 42066
CONCRETE MIXER
. TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immediopenings
for
ate
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Experience
is not necessary. COL
preferred, but training
is available. Safe driving record, good work
history, and a flexible
sehedule is required.
Top benefits. lots of
OT, and much more.
Apply in person at any
location. Positions are
available in. Paducah,
KY,
Calvert,
KY,
Murray. KY, Cadiz. KY,
Princeton,
KY,
Bardwell, KY. Learn
at
More
www.frncecom.
DAY shift and night
shift driver opening.
Must have clean driving record for 3 years
and be dependable.
Apply at Pizza Pro 605
C South 12th. No
phone calls please!

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
in our classifieds
webpage at
niurrayledger corm
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
websitc, nil all listings
on the ,johnetwork corn
are pi wed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
fob listings Thank you

DO

you

love working

with kids?

Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
togs. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.
FULL-TIME custodian
Murray
large
for
Church. Duties include
general cleaning and
plus
maintenance
sound system operations for church services. Weekend hours.
• heavy lifting and backare
check
ground
required. Send resume
with references to,
Custodian, PO. Box
1040-K, Murray, KY
42071
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Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday
Saturday

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Hun Within 6 Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

$8.25 First Day -

20

words or ices- Over 20 words 530 each

Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.

• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver

keelle:11

laass

talei56711111.4111100041ft

lb Plate Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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RSDTECH

MERCHANDISER
NEEDED

IFAI TI IC ARE INC'

We

eiirs About Patient Care

After Hours Call Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME Patient Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible for processing incoming calls Irons patients and locations dunng
non-business hours. Experience in medical
held and administrative record management
preferred, but not required. Strong customer
service background preferred. Part time
hours of 20 to 30 hours per week will be
scheduled during evenings, nights and weekends.
Pulmo Dose Call Center is now hiring for
PSFis
are responsible for contacting all assigned
patients monthly, taking patient orders, verifying patient information, and placing the order
in a timely manner. Experience in medical
field and administrative record management
preferred, but not required. Strong customer
service background preferred. Hours will be
Monday - Friday 8am to 5pm.
Patient Service Representatives.

All positions require minimum educational
background of high school diploma or GED
equivalent
Please deliver or mail your resume to
120 Max Hurt Drive Murray, KY
or email to resume.pulmodoseferoiech.com
We. are an Equal Opportunity Employer

GlenDi Inc
MURRAY, KY
Mina wizglle.atIons_for,
Full/Part time drivers with a Class A COL.
Must have a good driving record, 23 yrs. of
age and 2 years experience.
Earn up to 41 pm.
Good home time.
Paid HolidaysNacations
Health Ins. and Retirement Plan

Mass call 270-759-5540
Monday the.' Friday
9 AM - 4 PM
Also, needing
Owner Operators

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus comtnission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.
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INSURANCE

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

•

16063675767

You are responsible for the dedlictihlt. that
Medicare doer+ not pay $992 on Part A, $1:i 1 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

All Oeteskie lhosportallen • Airport Service • Certified Drivers

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

ivigkook
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for LPN's.
We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

Avoid inflationary cost.

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Therapist

needed for a Therapeutic Foster Care Agency.
Most have a Master's degree in a human services
along with a valid Mental Health Practitioner's
License Job duties include but are not limited to
providing individual therapy, providing group therapy. participating in treatment planning. maintaining
documentation related to therapy sessions. and consulting with foster parents regarding behaviors of
youth. Salary will be based on experience and credentials. Our employee benefit package offers the
opportunity to participate in medical, dental. vision
and life insurance. 40Ik and cafeteria plan
of
by mall to

Rentmes should be submitted 00 the attention
Rhonda Riley by fax 270-898-1187 or

125 Eagle Nest Drive. Paducah, KI 42003

Nercii is an Equal rippi,rninity

_RIPwanb'

Wanted

J Edwards Seafood
Steak & Spirits now hir
ing servers, bartenders
and dishwasher. Apply
in person 1901 N. 12th
St. See Noeile or Ed.
JANITORIAL opening.

Murray area, full-time
benefits
Fax
with
resume to
270-444-0389

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

tions for all positions

An Equal Opportunity Employer

St. Murray, KY. No

NOW taking applica-

LOCAL
insurance
agency has opening
for a PT position. 15-20
hours per week Would
prefer student working
toward
Associate
Degree in business or
having business courses in high school. This
is a year around position. Send resume to
PO
Box
1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.

In

person

at

Sonic

Drive-In, 217 S. 12th

phone calls.

CHEMICAL ANALYST

1111 STV1111‘11
,
1,1

if7";

-

arid phi

restaurant in
Lynn Grove now hinng
counter people. All
shifts. Apply in person
at J. Edwards. 1901
North 12th St.
NEW

Essential Duties and Responsibilities Responsible for meeting Health &
Safety guidelines as appropriate to lob function. performs analyses of
environmental samples using standard analytical techniques in compliance with the laboratory's Quality Assurance programs and SOPs, performs laboratory tasks that provide quality data and service to our CUEtomers These include Sample preparation in compliance with laboratory
SOPs, performing chemical analysis using standard techniques. performing data review and calculating data, recording and reporting data and
any unusual test occurrences to the supervisor, performing routine maintenance of instniments, conforming to lab QA/OC practices perform other
duties as required.

OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CUL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PT
maintenance,
View
Forrest
Apartments
Call
between 2-4 pm, Mon
Fri 270-753-1970.

Working couple seeks
full-time in-house sitter/nanny for 8 cnonth
old baby. Hours are
approximately
7.30AM-4:30PM
Monday-Friday. Wage
is negotiable. If interested, please call
270-293-4479 after
5PM.

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me.
(270)767- 1636.
WILL sit with eldedy
and disabled. Have references. Call
970-2279.

MOM COMPUTERS

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

enced

F1.7 Vanderbilt Co., Inc. - Murray Division offers a competitive compensation and benefit package including health insurance, life insurance, short
and long-term disability insurance, paid vacations and holidays, 401k and
numerous other benefits.

and

rate

benefits

will

depend
ence.

on

experi-

Please

send

resume

Successfully passing pre-employment testing required Post offer drug
screen, physical and background check required.

Restaurant
1542

to.
Manager,

Caldwell

Rd,

Murray, KY 42071.

R.T. Vanderbilt Co.. Inc. - Murray Division is en equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color', sex, age.
national origin or disability.
Please apply at the Department for Employment Services in Mayfield

from home!
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
mlm. (270)804-5648.
WORK

/9ters/Karrn Isaacs, Owners

WA Waste
Spy
M Types of Refuge Service •V

itta 14100-56.6033
11

eif

Lawn 8 Garden

Ankles

Japanese maples & fig
1970 Mobile Home
CONSEW commerce)
roes for sale Many
appx 12x60 2 BR, 1
sowing machine, like
varieties and sizes
BA. Free, you haul.
new. $475. Serge
available. 128 Geurin
Currently located near
$125. See at Singers.
Rd., Murray.
Blood River area.
For info call 436-5610
207-0258
270-293-9966
CUSTOM made twin
size
bedspread.
1983 Fairmont-7
14r-7b',
Eturpreard
valance and pillows,
3-BR 1.5-BA, LR pull
green. burgundy, blue
out. Riviera Ct 51.
floral with green and
753-0250. 703-5804.
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
white stnpe bed skirt
JD 6000 Hicydes
1999 Sunshine
$100. Ceramic grand$7.500 Tobacco
3B19, 2-Bath, vinyl sidma and grandpa colsticks, .15 each. Can
ing, Northern
lection dolls. $100 set.
deliver
Insulated. nice
after
753-2753
(5021550-4080
(270)489 2525
600pm.
417 Scenic Acres
FRESH milk COOP.
1,600 sqft. 3 BR, 2-BA,
293-6989
Hamm For UM
doublewide. All appliHD Televisions
ances
included.
Come by Olympic
LIQUIDATION Sale
$57.000.
Plaza to see our selecAll 2006 Homes Must
270-240-4834.
tion of HD televisions:
Go'
Flat screen Plasma &
REPO 2005 Double
Unbelievable Deals,
LCDs Rear Protection
Wide 5 BR home on 1
Only 4 ieft
Save
also. LG. Toshiba,
acne
located in Paris,
Thousands!) Call now
Hitachi & Sony. We
TN. Call 731-584-9429
731-584-9429.
have a large selection
for more details. .
of entertainment cenSPRING
ters & TV carts.
***OWNER
SPECIAL.
Finance***
Purchase
a
new
Beasley Antenna &
1 acre, 381e 2BA,
Clayton Home in the
Satellite. 759-0901
month of April and
$3,950 down. $495
month. 2220 Wrather
receive
NO
PAYRoad Call Bonnie
MENTS FOR FOUR
roi.
MONTHS!! Call
Byerly
Broker
270for
tie 'GIrY,il, Air
detail at 731-584-9429
752-0729
Mottren,
Dtiv

'4
I

753-3633
HOT
BUYING

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
Paying

Spring

paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
CASH

e

Spa-

Sovereign Model II, 9
months old, with cover
and steps water feature, massage jets,
lights, seats 6. $5,500
270-210-3237

I itePRLINVX

INVENTORY reduction
sale. Business has
been sold. Huge discounts at the Hitching
Post gift shop in
Aurora. 474-2266.

WITSIN91441
*1

Subscribe to the

Blue Book value.
293-6999

LETIVER&TIMES
I
I
I

SCRAP
CARS

Home Delivery
6 me.

local Mall

$55.00

$105.00

I yr.

6 mo.

1 yr.

-Rest of KY/TN

• hi

n

‘1111,

LARGE

sELEctioN
USED APPLIANCES

470.50
3 me.
I 6 too......
I[1 yr..-...-...4120.00

$63.

5110.

All Other Mail

Milnear A fiat haltan,

Subscriptions

Articles
For Sae

605.E Siu.11i 121h.

1

(270)753-1713

1

Cheek

575.11011

6 mo.

596.00

I

Money Order

$14$

yr.

Visa

NVC

Name
1

ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5662

1 St. Address

BOWFLEX

washer
and dryer, 2 year warranty. $750 or best
offer. Call
270-978-1410
BRAND

1
City

new

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831

I

Need furniture?
We sell new & used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main
761-7653

State

Zip

I Daytime

I

Ph.

Mail this coupon

with payment to:

Mawr La•pe
•
Tinge
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Or call

II

3 mo.

WARD ELKINS

experi-

Pay

/r(rw

- q*::)

Restaurant

Manager_

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Larry

j-

for

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

A.,1111..% \1{11 I it.

SONIC of Murray Is
looking

24H

For UN

collections.

R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc. - Murray Division has an immediate
opening for an entry level Chemical Analyst.
Education: BS/BA degree in Chemistry
HOWS, Swing Shift: 7 day operation

Irrevocable Medicaid

1,11te

Wined

ANTIQUES, Call

and ell shifts. Apply

price; single pay or

payment plan.

Approved

E

-ffe#100-

Lock in

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 64IS
Benton, KY 42025

Brinhaven of Benton now has e full-time portion for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton,
KY No phone calls please EOE/AAE

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

1270' 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

4B1•1 Monday. May 12, 21108

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Ditiguid Dnve • Murray, KY 4207!

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Me and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cat
SMALL 1BR. nonsmoking apt upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets.
5260/mo. 753-5980

Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets. 753-9966

VERY clean 2 BR
upstairs duplex, smoke
free, no pets. 414 N.
8th $400 489-2741.

Wed To Net
RESPONSIBLE long
term renters seek 2 BR
QUIET.
house
CLEAN, PET FRIENDLY, country or city, reasonable rent. (270)
753-1495

3 BR, 2 BA with hard
wood floors, newly
remodeled. 701 Broad
St. No pets. $500
monthly. 270-293-4602
BR, 2 BA, brick,
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602

1 Bedroom apartment
clean and nice, at
appliances, including
Pets.
W/D.
No
(270)436-2524 or
2934906.

BEAUTIFUL
washer,
Bedroom,
dryer, central AC,
smoke and pet tree,
wood and tile floors.
603 Vine St. $595/mo.
226-8006.

1 Of 2 BR apartments.
No pets? Please leave
message
270.753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

FOR Sale or Lease:
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage. 270436-5258, 270-8737826

1
apts, 1-year
Watts: IBA $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
1BR, low utilities, refernece
&
deposit
required, No pets.
$300 month.
7
.
53-3949.
2 BR, 2 BA, 2211
Bartibi Ln. No pets.
Call 270-376-2746 or
270-841-5653.
2TR
-duplex, nice,
C/N/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2Blail 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
5630-900 per month.
pets. Includes
washer/dryer.
oven/stove. dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/HiA. Utilities not
included_ Meadowlark
lo•wnhouses.
(270)348-0458
3&4EtR, 2BA available
appliances
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances.
G/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

KEY MINI

OFFICE Of retail space
available. Pnme loca
eon 753-2905.
293-1480
SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
270 753 1492

DOG Obedience.
436-2858
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzers.
$300 293-1482

Murray Ledger ar Tents Fair
tiousing Ad Morin
All ryal eslalr advertised herein
is subvert to the Federal Fair
!Iowans Ad. which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer.
ence, limitation or discnminaSon bawd on rain. oukak
, In
505,,.sex, handicap, tawl/al sta.
his Or nanonal °Nem. Or inter,
11011 to make am such preter
ems, limitakons'or discnrnmahon
State laws turbid disinminanon
itt the SdiP rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those pnanied
under federal law
1* will knowingly accept any
advertising kg real estate which
is not in yrolahon of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings adyertied are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with lair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA counsel
Rene P Milam,(aro nen I NV

Apartment for rent.
$400 per month. No
pets 270-227-3812

1850 St HI 121S
-eirav KY /2071

J&L
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4111 51'.
4121S &
10X19 $25 10s15 940
(270)436-2538
(278)293-6906

Realty & Mesed
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
741-7355
WOW
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom:
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
Available 5/1/08.
759-5885 or 293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible.
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

Loehr( Sils
REDUCED
3AC.
SARATOGA FARMS
back
right corner
White fence in front
270-519-2290

GREAT cattle/horse
farm w/creek bottom,
top quality land, small
wooded area. Fenced
w/great pasture, year
around water. 50,000
bushel bin we:trying
floor. Abundant wildlife
w/excellent potential
for trophy buck. Great
building site. Blacktop
frontage approximately
5-miles east of Hazel.
KY. Additional acreage
available $270,000.
(318)773-8406

WAREHOUSES

3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal ;Sets
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

1,600 sq ft office,
retail space available
$650/mo 293-2098

L.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 .m. M-F

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

Look

r

ilic
lE
stvicvs °haw1 Meta 011end

IN Puryear. TN, 1
Bedroom, lease +
deposit 492-8526

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

For San
I
_
1637 Miller Street,
Murray, KY, Brick 3 BR
- 2 1/2 BA, sunroom
garage
detached
remodeled in 2002 lots
of storage space, wirer!
With CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networking connections, 2 blocks to
SASU campus.
270-559-4071.
3 BR, 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
campus.
State
Recently remodeled,
1,400 sq It hardwood
floors, double driveways.
$82,500.
(502)387-6054.

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Yaws Experienco

AL • Tear-Otte

'v. 7
-

• Now Roots
• Repairs
• Workmanship
Guaranteed

\
Fevre
lEsttlareatesil

Pbeeet'l
coal

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

NEON MAIN
MIN11411101111011
*AN lbw Unita
Maid*
itteffltinve
CNIMMIM COMM

753-3411113

ols'e
Ill ('it
MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four
weekends. June
(270)223-0789
deloiseadams0yahoo
com

MURRAY

T-4- US Army

LEDGERSTIMES
PO. Box 1040• Murray, KY 42071

Your Name:
vAddress:

GRAVEL & SAND

'Rank:

We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &

Branch of Service:

'Number of Years Served'

sm. wash rock, dirt, sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914

'FR%.‘'IS
‘I

LAWN
mowing
mulching, landscaping, garden tilling.
293-5462

'
Rata Minors
PROPERTY with 2
houses, fenced in yard
one with central air
Call 436-2659 or
293-7182.
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeled, . one side
has double carport
Great location.
$141 900.00. Call for
further information.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

2005 Polar Craft 15 ft
John Fully nddged.
2005 Mercury 40 HP. 4
Stroke EFI, $7.800.
436-6126.
2002, 1648 War Eagle
with 18 HP Evinrode
with electric start.
$2,500. 226-1026.
1990 Bass Boat, 3 new
batteries.
Interstate
12/24 Volt trolling
motor, on board battery
charger. 3 depth finders,
extra
clean.
$5,900. 293-7397.
87 Glastron 16 ski
boat, 88 HP EvInnide
with low hours. garage
excellent
kept, in
shape, economical tun.
270-210-4219.

I, \
2.70-753-2279
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00
(270)436-5277

DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting

l&M
LAWN SIERVIR
mowing, Marrit
Lards,aping n.
lei, Vat owning
Salteday lies gtaaaaartood
753-1816• 227-0611

USED TIRES
1-1 15. lb inch
Starting al 520
troll tiled
Call

753-5606

Uwd Cws
2006 Maxima, 3.5 SL,
oaded. 35,000mi.
753-5731.
2005 Buick Lacross, 4
blue,
DR,
ice
40,130mi, all the goodsharp.
ies,
extra
$9,500 obo,
270-210-4016.

YOUR 'AO
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
'CALI. 753,1918
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush tnmming, and more.

NG For Sea

WM Trucks
2005 Chevrolet pick
up, 20,700 miles, red
like new, carport kept
752-0227 after 8:00pm
01 F-150 red, 80,XXX
miles. 753-7570.
99 Ford Ranger supercab, 4 DR, 82K miles,
loaded sharp. $6,800
obo. 978-1548

20' Pontoon Boat
$3.800 759-4687

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
11‘11 ,
,‘N

\1\\.u.) \II \I
• weekly
"P'Ial Pic
3
•locally ow ned/openited
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Electric
Since 19S6
24 Noun newt
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

OAKS
THR
LAWN it.
LANDSCAPE
5 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FREE ESTIMATES
LICENSED S INSURED
(270)436-2320
436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions.
decks, home & mobile
home repair water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
tS1)11 %LI
ing•

`-,11;( 11111 TO1),\Y!
759-115111

75,1-1537---

YEARRY'S
Free
Service
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Itunilfirn (;rind(

3301 St RI 121N.
753-8087

TROYER
S
Pole
Construction,
barns, shingles, metal',
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

In
Nefenefle
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
'Iliesday, May /3, 2008:
This year you deal with problems differently than in the past.
Creativity is the biggest product
of your imagination. You start
seeing more possibilities and
enjoying your life more. Blackand-white thinking no longer
suits you in any form. Loosen
up and relax. As you open up,
possibilities stream through
your life. If you are single, you
will have to come up with a
good excuse to stay that way.
You will have many potential
sweeties. If you are attached,
your relationship warms up and
a newfound connection evolves.
For those at the right age, a new
addition is possible. VIRGO
always adds fun.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** You might be the victim of
too much information. You could
-be quite overwhelmed by everything you need to consider and
M Lore Servi(e evaluate. Know that you can do
it and make an excellent choice.
Tonight: Let the, fun and games
begin.
Knight
Witch
.270,227-0906
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
- 'Jay Knight
***** Your creativity colors a
'270-'293,0004
situation How you deal with others could change radically as a
result. Grow with a situation.
Learn how a key individual
.•h.,
'
!
1
:
s6,)$ f 131::1.
thinks from mixed signals. In the
long term, this knowledge could
define your success. Tonight:
Fun arid games.
,i44.-61-1 GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** A situation could be a
touch too difficult or hot to deal
with No matter which way you
approach a situation, you cannot
win. With this knowledge, you
can relax. Tonight. Happy at
home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
-**** Rethink a situation or
approach it far differently_ Your
ability to ask the right questions
helps you sort out what could
have been a very sonfusing situation. Listen to others without
coloring their words. Tonight:
Hang oui with a pal.
-LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Honor your feelings by
doing something quite differently. How you handle a personal
matter could change radically. If
you want to open up to a
change, you cart, but be aware
that a steady plan won't evolve
yet. Tonight Pay bills first.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
TRENCHING
***** Rethink a situation as
731-782-3951
you see all the problems that
731-336-5288

.10E5:JI B$

Fr•driek
Plumbing Inc.
'Emergency
Plumbing Saryica•
•Repair -Remodel
•IS•re construction
Mast•r Plumbs,
Licensed er Insured
j270)*711-1140

PLUMB & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
-Metal Roofs-Guranteed
•Readenial Home
Builders
•ReMtASeling
•Fiooneg- floor Joist
sOecks
swny1 Siding
All /Kra* improvements
We do it all,
Home 759-4704
Call 978-2391
olJoansaid & insured

puppies
to Free
responsible
homes.
Will be small to medilirT1 sized dogs. Mixed '
breed. 270-382-2874 •
Free to good home,
male or female black
lab puppies, 6 months
- old. 293-6305.

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng •Decks
•Vinyl siding -All
Home improvements
(270)97192111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction.net

293-5438
2007 Yamaha 125 4
wheeler with extended
warranty. 492-6337 or
293-7796.

(270)761-7355

1\1\11 1)1 \II
1)1 III Itl I III'

Submissions must be received
by Monday., May 19 at 3 p.m.

'Service Member's Name:

alCornerstone
FOR Sale by owner, 3
BR. 1 BA. nor park,
gas fire place. wood
floors, alarm, fenced
yard. 761-2827.

You can participate by sending a photo of
your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to
be displayed Monday. May 26th. For
only $10.00 per photo.(one person per
photo)

AHART'S

Price reduced to $149.900!! Liu-se farm with beautiful landscaping, new paint throughout. brand new
hardwood flooring. great new appliances. metal
stables. 15 acres and a pond. Great place to base a
horse farm Nice large front porch The home has 3
bedrooms and 2.5 baths Check this one out for
great country hving“

Prop. Fat Rif

soldiers past and present with a salute to

'Daytime Phone:

7 MI

tirbils

The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring

our local military personnel.

753-9562

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell poxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

1 bldg. 6 bay shop
and office. Also. 1
bldg. Large 2 bay
shop. Available July
1st will rent all together or separately. 1 1/2
miles South of Murray
(270)293-9011

\limas
Murray Ledger & Times

W Jacqueline Blear
surround the discussion. You
might want to take the lead.
Investigate possibilities and
allow others to examine issues
openly as well. You'll discover
other routes. Tonight' Whatever
knocks your socks off.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*6* Sometimes too much is
going on, and you simply need
to pull back Another's lack of
clanty might be a bit difficult,
especially as you cannot see •
where this person is going. Sit
back and pretend that you are
:
watching a play. Perspective and.
humor help. Tonight. Rest up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Zoom in and make a different option a definite possibility. How you deal with others
could change radically because
of the lack of clarity or commitment. Open up to possibilities
and be ready to change directions. You might be a bit out of
kilter, as you like control and
clarity. Tonight Where your
friends are.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Deal with a boss directly. :
You will want results, and most
likely will get them because of
your actions. Others look to you for advice, but then they react
because they might not like what
they hear! Someone makes it
clear how he or she feels about,you. Tonight. A must appear- s;
ance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 1:
***** You might do some
mental traveling and see events
and people differently as a
result. If you cannot gain a perspective, you actually might
need to detach physically from a
situation. You could be amazed !by what comes up You will see
a problem differently. Tonight:
Easy works.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You visualize a partnership far differently from others. Rather than compare notes.
understand that each person is
unique and has many different
expectations. What rocks your
boat could be very different from
what rocks another's. Tonight:
Opt for togetherness.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Do whatever you need
to do to make a situation work,-'
You might feel pressured by someone you look up to. Finally.
you see there is an answer, but
not the one you thought would
work Caring evolves through a
close talk. Right now nurturing .
looks like support Tonight: Easy
does it.
BORN TODAY
Author Daphne du Maurier
(1907), musician Stevie Wonder
(1950), director Herbert Ross
(1927)
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lookIngBack
10 years ago
the Kentucky Public Health
Published is an overhead Association at a meeting in Lexptcture of the more than 900 ington.
Murray State University stu40 years ago
dents and faculty at commenceMurray Lions Club presentment ceremonies at Racer Arena ed scholarships to I.inda Daron May 9. The photo was by nell. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Staff Photographer Bernard Ralph D. Darnell and senior
Kane.
at Murray High School, and
Korey D. Chadwick. 9, died to Paul Wayne Dunlap, son of
May 8 from injuries sustained Mrs. Alvena Dunlap of Hazel
in a four-wheeler and car acci- and senior at Calloway Coundent on Airport Road.
ty High School, to attend MurBirths reported include a ray State University.
girl to Teresa and James KenDr. Beverly Fowler, head of
neth Elliott, May 4.
the home economics department
20 years ago
at Murray State University. was
Published is a picture of he speaker at the annual MothCalloway County High School er-Daughter Banquet of the
Lady Laker Cynthia Garland Murray High School Chapter
releasing the shot put during of the Future Homemakers of
the WKC Meet. She set a America held at the Murray
record for Calloway in the dis- Woman's Club house.
cus event. The photo was by
50 years ago
Staff Photographer Daniel T.
Murray Training School
Parker.
Orchestra will present its annuBirths reported include a al spring concert on May 13
girl to Dori and John Moss, in the third floor music room
May 5; a boy to Mary and of the school. David Colley,
Keith Black, a boy to Bever- playing the flute, and Anita
ly and Rickie Williams, a boy McDougal, playing the viola,
to Lisa and Joseph Clifton, seniors, will be featured durand a boy to Paula and James ing the concert.
Recent births reported at
Faulkner, May 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Hall Murray Hospital include a boy
will be married 50 years May to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Darnell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
14.
David Polk Steele, a boy to
30 years ago
Murray-Calloway County Mr. and Mrs. Okla Dennis and
Need Line was named as the a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lindell
recipient of the outstanding Stevenson.
60 years ago
altruistic award of Kentucky
Dr. Rainey 1'. Wells will be
Alpha Delta Kappa sorority of
teachers. Joanna Sykes, presi- the speaker for Murray High
dent of the Rho Chapter of School commencement on May
ADK of Murray and Calloway 21 with 44 seniors to receive
County, presented Need Line diplomas. Joe Wood Cable is
with a check for $1.000 given valedictorian and Hilda Grey
Todd is salutatorian. Other gradby the state group.
Births reported include a uates making an average of 90
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James or more are Don McDougal.
Ronald
Crawford,
Phil
Ray Holland, May 7.
Hewlett Cooper of Murray Churchill Jr., Jerry Williams and
was elected vice president of Wanda James.

COMICS / FEATURES
Reading beauty products' fine
print is well worth the time
DEAR ABBY: As you know.
most women invest a lot of
tune in addition to money so
they can look and feel beautiful.
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration's Office of
Women's
Health
would like
to encourage
women to
get the most
out of their
health and
beauty products by taking the time
Dear Abby to read the
directions
By Abigail and followVan Buren
ing
them
properly.
Our message to women is,
"Take Time to Care About ...
Health and Beauty."
In celebration of National
Women's Health Week (May
II to May 17), we are offering a free Health and Beauty
Kit that includes tools for making informed choices about the
cosmetics and other products
women use every day. This
collection of fact sheets is available in English and Spanish,
and is an example of how the
FDA has been working to promote the safe use of health
and beauty products ever since
the landmark Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act was signed in
1938.
Please let your readers know
about this opportunity. The
information will be sent to
them without charge. This effort
has already been paid for with
taxpayer dollars, including
postage and handling. -- KATHLEEN UHL, M.D., ASSIS-

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 12, the
133rd day of 2008. There are 233
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 12. 1958, the United
States and Canada signed an agreement to create the North American Air Defense Command (later
the North American Aerospace
Defense Command, or NORAD
for short).
On this date:
In 1870. an act creating the
Canadian province of Manitoba
was given royal assent, to take
effect in July.
In 1907, actress Katharine Hepburn was born in Hartford, Conn.
In 1932, the body of Charles
Lindbergh Jr., the kidnapped son
of Charles and Anne Lindbergh,
was found in a wooded area near
Hopewell. N.J.

E3

El

In 1937. Britain's King George
VI was crowned at Westminster
Abbey.
In 1949, the Soviet Union lifted the Berlin Blockade.
In 1970, the Senate voted unanimously to confirm Harry A. Blackmun as a Supreme Court Justice.
In 1975. the White House
announced the, new Carnbpdian
government had seized an Ametlean merchant ship. the Mayaguez.
in international waters.
In 1978, the Commerce Department said humcanes would no
longer be given only female names.
In 1982, in Fatima. Portugal.
security guards overpowered a
Spanish priest armed with a bayonet who was trying to reach
Pope John Paul II.
Ten years ago: A day after
India's first atomic test blasts in
24 years, neighboring Pakistan

said it was ready to test a nuclear
device itself. Indonesian President
Suharto's security forces killed at
least six student demonstrators.
Five years ago: Suicide bombers
in Riyadh. Saudi Arabia, killed
nine U.S. citizens and 26 people
overall. A suicide truck-bomb
attack killed at least 60 at a government compound in northern
Chechnya. L. Paul Bremer, the
new American civilian administrator of Iraq, arrived in Baghdad: coalition forces announced
the, had taken custody of Dr.
Rihab Rashid Talia. the Iraqi scientist known as "Dr. Germ."(Taha
was later released after no charges
were brought.) Fifty-nine Democratic lawmakers brought the Texas
House to a standstill by going
into hiding in a dispute over a
Republican congressional redistricting plan.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••

35 Happy rumble
36 Toward shelter
37 Shark
giveaway
38 Green Hornet's

many advocates in recent years.
The trouble with this type of nebulous double is that it frequently
poses a difficult rebid problem for
the doubler's partner That's exactly
what happened here.
Considering that East had a minimum opening bid -- including three and no certainty of a tit in
aces
any suit, it would seem that East's
best choice was to pass and settle for
defeating four clubs one or two
tricks. Hut Last elected to rebid his
flimsy five-card diamond suit, and
everyone passed.
boar diamonds did not fare well.
Nickell took the king of clubs with
the ace and ducked the eight of diamonds to South's jack. Chcmla
cashed the club queen and led
another club, ruffed by North with
the king and overruffed by the act.
Nickell returned the ten of diamonds to South's queen, and
Chernla, who still had the 3-2 of diamonds. forced declarer to niff
another club, leaving Nickell with .
only one diamond. No matter how
declarer continued, he could not prevent Chemla from eventually running his clubs, and the result was
down five, minus 500.
At the other table, the U.S. South,
Ene Rodwell, bid five clubs rather
than four at his first turn, was doubled by West and went down two,
losing two diamonds, a club and a
spade for minus 100 The combined
loss for the U.S. came to 800 points,
or 13 IMPs.
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valet

Watched
Sears rival
Morgan — Fay
Eur nation
Summer,
to Pierre
20 Chatty alien
21 — spumante
23 Forest grazer
24 'Wool' on clay
sheep
25 Artie of jazz
27 Opposite

14
15
17
18
19

ADO NAT 10 THE 30 AtiNu—Es o;
SUINSTEAD. I'VE NEN TIMING YOU,
'CYSER PCKF.R,' NONE CALLS, ANO
YOU'VE WASTED 25 AtlICTES
WRITING PERSONAL E-AtAll...5 ANO 1 vain Dow VIRTUALLY NO WORK
TALS MOQNWSli
23 ni4.rr8.5 YAKKING IT UP IN 'NE
WEAK ROOM( N.:
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5-12 C 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc

1 Floors for good
2 More than
lethargic
3 Tie recipient
often
4 Minister s deg
5 — it up (have
some laughs)

28 Ga neighbor
30 Just a taste
31 'Norma — •
32 Appliance
brand
33 Settle accounts
(2 wds )

C(Ii)
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way
45 PC capacity
46 Pack animal
48 On a voyage
49 Choose
51 Hill opposite
53 Pnorthzes
54 Zodiac sign

of 'noir`

G.A VIF I

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MEI MHUU OUOM
In
MAIGE 1084

42 Estuary
43 Swimming pool
tester
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*K Q 98 7 54 2
The bidding:
North
West
South
East
Pass
Dble
4•
1•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — king of clubs.
At the highest levek of the game.
judgment, rather than superior card
play or esoteric bidding systems.
plays a key role in many deals. Consider this cast from France's victory
over the United States in the final of
the 1997 world team championship.
The bidding shows took place
svhen Michel Perron and Paul
Chemla were North-South for
France, playing against Nick Nickell
and Richard Freeman of the U.S.
After Nickell's one-diamond
opening, ('hernia elected to bid lbw
clubs with his 8-4-1-0 distnbution
Freeman's double Kati not for penalties, but instead showed moderate
values, a method that has gained

DEAR FRUSTRATED: By
all means stop inviting Sid for
meals. Instead, invite him for
leftovers, and if he asks why,
do not be shy about explaining (politely. of course). And,
because you love to entertain.
I'm advising you to join some
service organizations so you can
widen your circle of friends.

fonight

t Ross

Dr. Gott

reducing his outdoor activity during hot weather, drinking plenty
of fruit mice ot electrolyte sports
drinks and staying in an au-conditioned area during hot and humid
days. If he does become overheated, immediately move him
into the shade or a cool room.
make him drank cool (not ice) water
or mice, place a fan on him or
wrap ham in wet towels
There is no specific treatment
for anhidrosis. Ask your prurnary care physician to refer you to a
dermatologist(skin specialist), who
may be able to diagnose the cause
of your husband's inability to Tierspire. If the dermatologist can't
help him, try an endocrinologist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter's two sons, ages 5 and 2, are
sick all the time. We have tuken
them to the doctor as many as
four or five times in one month.
Most of the time, they're diagnosed with upper-respiratory infections and/or sinus infections.
They are of average weight
for their ages and eat well, although
like a lot of young families, they
have a lot of fast food. Is there
anything natural they can take to
keep them well longer, or should
they be taken to another doctor
for a second opinion on why they
seem to be ill all the time?
DEAR READER: Your grandsons are sick far too often. Their
pediatrician needs to find out why
they are having repeated upperrespiratory and sinus infections.
A simple X-ray to determine the
size of their adenoids (filters .in
the nose) may provide the answers.
A referral to an ear-nose-andthroat specialist may be in order..
This type of specialist can order
further tests and recommend treatment options, such as steroid nasal
sprays Or Surgery.
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11 Olivia NewtonJohn tune
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband, who is 71, has been diagnosed with anhidrosis, which
means he cannot perspire We live
in Missouri, which often has days
of high temperatures and humidity This combination can be life
threatening
for him He
take
must
several precautionary
steps to preovervent
heating and
heat stroke
doctor
His
recommended
WC move to
cooler,
a
high-altitude
such
climate,
By
Dr. Peter Gott as Colorado.
Wyoming or
Utah. Since our children and grandchildren live in Missouri and
Kansas. moving that far away
would be very difficult for us.
My husband has been bothered with anhidrosis for several
years. and, as he gets older, it
bothers him more.
Do you know of any medical
treatment or medication that would
allow my husband to perspire? If
you could help us, it would be
very much appreciated.
DEAR READER: Anhidrosis
is the reduced ability to sweat. It
can occur in one area, in patches or over most of the body.
Some people experience areas of
increased sweating as the body
attempts to compensate for the
areas of reduced perspiration.
From your brief description,
your husband's condition appears
to be widespread. This causes him
to overheat quickly and cool down
slowly. There are several preventive steps he can take, such as

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I haven't lived here very
long. Our only company is a
dear friend, "Sid," who lives
nearby. I love to entertain and
have guests over, so naturally
1 invite Sid to dinner quite often.
My problem is Sid never
arrives on time for a meal. I
usually have to tell him dinner will be ready an hour earlier than it really will be, so
he'll show up before it is finished cooking.
I take pride in having everything ready at once for a large
meal. When I must keep things
warm for an hour or more
extra, it not only ruins the
mood but the food dries out.
Al Easter we had Sid over
and told him dinner would be
at 1 p.m. When I called him
at 1:30, he told me he hadn't
Last dealer.
Last-West vulnerable.
even showered or shaved yet
NORTH
to come over.
97 5
Is there a polite way to
11KQJ 5 3 2
show my frustration at Sid's
•K 7
•I0
lack of punctuality, or should .
EAST
WEST
I stop inviting him to join us
•A 4 3
41KO1086
be
to
want
for meals? 1 don't
IPA 9 8
•10 7 6 4
rude. -- FRUSTRATED IN THE
•A 10965
*8 4
4.1
KITCHEN
•A3
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TANT COMMISSIONER FOR
WOMEN'S HEALTH
DEAR KATHLEEN: I'm
pleased to pass the word along,
and congratulations for 70 years
of progress on cosmetic safety. Your Health and Beauty
Kit is informative, and I'm
sure readers will find the tips
and easy-to-read materials on
cosmetics, contact lenses (and
more) of interest.
For the quickest service, the
kits should be ordered online
at www.pueblo.gsa.gov. If you
do not have online access, send
your name and address to
Health/Beauty Information Kit,
Pueblo, CO 81009, or call tollfree: (888) 878-3256, 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday, and ask
for the Health and Beauty
Information Kit. Readers, order
your kit today because quantities are limited.
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Murray Main Street annual
membership campaign in progress
Murray Main Street's annual
new and renewing member cam
paign is in progress and proceeding well, according to John
Williams, membership chair.
"We are very pleased to be
welcoming new members as
well seeing the enthusiastic
response from returning members,- said Williams.
Murray Main Street, a nonprofit organization, is part of the
national initiative to preserve as
well as revitalize historic downtown areas. "What is really special here,- said Williams, "is the
way the entire city and county
support the notion of having a
unique downtown area in addition to the thriving residential
and commercial growth that
extends beyond the original
heart of the city". "We've witnessed other communities where
that openness, vision and spirit
is not nearly as evident as in
Murray. We're blessed!" he
exclaimed.
Deana Wright, manager,
applauded the efforts of the
Board of Directors and especially the committee chairs of the
organization. "Murray Main
Street has a working boaid.
Everyone has an assignment.
The Main Street approach
throughout the country has four
committeesprimary
Design,
Organization,
Economic Restructuring and
Promotion. Each of the committees must submit a work plan
each year and that plan is
reviewed by the state as they
look at our re-certification application. We came through with

Photo provided

Deana Wright, manager of Murray Main Street, is shown welcoming renewing member Marvin Enix, owner/manager of
Enix Jewelers, located on the east side of the court square.

only going to get better,"
Reiclunuth added. "We appreciate the wide-spread support of
the community," said Mark
Welch, the design committee
chair. "It's essential to our yearto-year operation, and we cerWACO, Texas (AP) —
tainly do not take it for granted,"
President Bush spent months
said Welch.
For information about the joking about being a father of
Murray Main Street program or the bride, but on Sunday he was
to inquire about becoming a vol- downright wistful about giving
unteer, visit the office located in his daughter Jenna away to her
the Robert O. Miller Conference longtime beau.
"Our little girl, Jenna, marCenter building (historic downried a really good guy, Henry
town post office).
Hager," Bush said, standing next
Mrs. Bush at an airport in Waco
where he boarded Air Force One
to
for his flight back
Washington. "The wedding was
spectacular. It's just — it's all
we could have hoped for."
Unlike other first family
weddings that have been broadcast live, the Bushes didn't share
their daughter's nuptials with
the nation. The day after, however, they briefly shared their
Joy.
"The weather cooperated
nicely," Bush said about the
wedding at his 1,600-acre Texas
ranch. "Just as the vows were
exchanged, the sun set over our
lake and it was just a special day
and a wonderful day. and we're
mighty blessed."
AP
Entertainer Jon Bon Jovi stands on the practice sidelines of
the Philadelphia Soul In Philadelphia.
helped renovate 15 row houses prehend he's with its here in
in one of Philadelphia's most North Central Philadelphia celepoverty-ridden neighborhoods brating these accomplishments,"
and donates time and money to Scullion said.
Scullion said the Soul
the area.
-The idea here was to use Foundation has donated $2 milNorth Pbilly. 23rd street, as a lion to the local community and
model to bring back a neighbor- continues to aid Project
(Housing,
hood," Bon Jovi said. "Not H.0.M.E
every home on the block was Opportunities for Employment,
Soul Medical Care, Education).
the
by
renovated
"The Soul Foundation's
Foundation, just the ones that
romantic vision is that one street
help."
needed our
Sister Mary Scullion, who at a time, one neighborhood at a
has helped the homeless for 30 time, leads to one city at a time,
years and is co-founder of the to a stale at a time, to a nation,"
group Project HOME. in Bon Jovi said. "I'm just building
Philadelphia. has worked with the model.
"I wouldn't be showing up
Bon Jovi for nearly three years
and said the singer is sincere in for many people in the world,
shining a worldwide spotlight but with Sister Mary, you'll
stand up here in attention,- he
on the plight of the homeless.
"He truly is a phenomenal added.
rock star and it's hard to coin-

flying colors this past year and
are off to a good start again this
year," said Wright.
"I think many people are surprised when they visit our
downtown area and see the great
variety of retail establishments
we have to offer,- said Roger
Reichmuth, the current president of the organization. "It's
not just the quality of the merchandise that's impressive, it's
the customer-service, presentation of the products and the
attractiveness of so many of our
member-stores that earn the
accolades," he stated. "And it's

'
'
'
President calls daughter s wedding spectacular

Bon Jovi helping homeless veterans
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
JOB Bon Jovi keeps stuffing millions of fans in their seats in his
roles as Grammy Award-winning rocker, supporting actor
and Arena League Football
owner.
Bon Jovi's most rewarding
title, though,just may be philanthropist.
His primary mission has been
the rehabilitation of dilapidated
areas of North Philadelphia. Bon
Jovi's already helped revitalize
blocks in poverty-stricken
neighborhoods, and on Friday
he reached out to homeless veterans.
Bon Jovi teamed with Project
H.O.M.E, an advocacy group
that empowers people to break
the cycle of homelessness and
reach their potential as members
of society, to help vets in need or
with their addictions.
"It's a difference maker,"
lion Jovi said Friday.
the
and
Jovi
Bon
Philadelphia Soul Charitable
Foundation are part of a combination of funders that donated
$3.3 million to support the veteran's program and upgrade the
facilities at St. Elizabeth's
Recovery Residence. The funds
for the residence, which held a
ceremony
groundbreaking
Friday and is expected to be
completed in the fall, will aid a
housing project that provides a
structured environment for veterans.
Bon Jovi, whose parents
were both marines, has a special
attachment to the area. Bon Jovi

AP/The White House

Jenne Bush. 26, daughter of President George W Bush and first lady Laura Bush, poses tot
photos prior to her marriage to Henry Hager at an outdoor ceremony on the Bush family's
Prairie Chapel Ranch near Crawford, Texas, Saturday8. Her wedding gown is by Oscar de la
Renta, a top New York designer and favorite of the first lady's. It's made of organza, a sheer
fabric, with embroidery and matte beading. Jenne has described the dress as "simple and elegant."

A reporter asked the president if he had been up late partying. Bush winked, then turned
toward the plane, ignoring a second question about whether the
wedding had given the slumping
U.S. economy a boost.
In recent days, the White
House has dribbled out details
about the bride's dress, the ring,
the wedding attire and pre-wedding events. It was part of a
carefully orchestrated communications strategy to disclose bits
of information, but keep the
wedding from becoming a
media circus.
Former President George
H.W. Bush, who did a reading
during the ceremony with former first lady Barbara Bush,
moseyed back to the press section of the plane, but wouldn't
dish.
He said he dutifully replied
"Yes sir" when he was told not
to disclose details.
A White House official confirmed by e-mail at 9:28 p.m.
EDT Saturday that Jenne and
Henry, the son of the chairman

of the Republican Party in
Virginia, had been officially
hitched.
The post-wedding party
ensued. The more than 200 family and friends were entertained
by the Tyrone Smith Revue, a
10-piece party band from
Nashville, Tenn.
At Tricia Nixon's White
House wedding in 1971;
President Nixon and his daughter danced to "Thank Heaven for
Little Girls." Bush and Jenne
glided across the dance floor to
"You are so Beautiful" — a ballad made famous by Joe Cocker,
The newlyweds danced to
"Lovin' in My Baby's Eyes" by
Taj Mahal.
The bride and groom were
reared in Republican families,
but this was a bipartisan ceremony.
Officiating was the Rev
Kirbyjon Caldwell, an influen
tial minister from Houston and
longtime spiritual adviser to the
endorsed
has
president,
Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama.

Summer Nights program
returns to Golden Pond
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
The Summer Nights planetarium and astronomy program presented by Friends of LBL will
begin May 30, at the Golden
Pond Planetarium located at the
Golden Pond Visitor Center in
the Land Between The Lakes
(LBL1 National Recreation
Area.
Summer Nights features a
planetarium theater presentation
starting at 8 p.m. in the 40-foot
dome planetarium at Golden
Pond. This is followed by live
viewing of the night sky (weather permitting) through the 12.5
inch, equatorially mounted,
Newtonian telescope at the
Golden Pond Observatory.
Members of the West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers WKAA)
club will also be on hand to help
guide you through the night sky
and provide additional telescopes for sky viewing.
The Summer Nights schedule
for Fndays this season is as follows:
•Greek Mythologies and the
Night Sky--May 30; June 6, 13,
20, & 27; July 4, II, 18, & 25;
August 1, 8, 15, 22, 8c 29; and
September 5

The Summer Nights schedule
for Saturdays this season is as
follows:
• Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather-June 21, July
26, and August 30
•Kentucky Skies--June 14,
July 19, and August 23
the
of
• Explorers
International Space Station-June 28, August 2, and
September 6
•Far Out Space Places--May
31, July Sand August 9
• Search for Life in the
Universe-June 7, July 12, and
August 16
Immediately following these
presentations, the audience is
invited to join WKAA members
who will point out objects in the
sky and guide viewers on their
trip through the universe, weather permitting. The dome of the
Golden Pond Observatory will
be open so participants can view
planets, nebula, and other celestial objects through the
Newtonian telescope.
The Summer Nights programs will be presented each
Friday and Saturday night, May
30 through September 6, beginning at 8 p.m. sharp. (Friday

night programs may be postponed at times, therefore, please
call ahead to check show dates.)
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. No
tickets will be sold after the
show begins. Admission is $5
for adults, $2 for children 6-12,
and free for children 5 and
under. (Discount and fun cards
are not accepted for this special
program.)
Pond
Golden
The
Planetarium is located on The
Trace (KY Highway 453) at the
junction with US68/KY80 in
LBL.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors ar
eencouraged to review our website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures.
Additional LBL information
is also available on our website
or by calling 1-800-LBL-7077
or 924-2000.

Cali now to register!
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